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FOREWORD
llavltrg rlahhlerl rtlh Itelrl-sequential colour TV in the 1950rs, my attention
tet replui'lrl hy a r6p0r't. of d new type of TV using very slow scanning speeds
lnrl rn eltarqlrrr typo of cdthode ray tube. It wasnrt long before I had
Ionrlnl( tlrl 6il \\lV monltor r"/hich, as far as I can recaI1, was the second to
llr lrrrlll ln tlrlr torrrrl.ry.....and I only had a l200ft reel of tape recorded
lrlr trlr;r t(, vleWl
lhlnui hnvl moved very far since 1959 and modern SSTV is a science in
llr,,lf, irr I was dellghted when John wood expressed a desire to produce a book
oil \\lV. I rupplled him with my collection of reprints and photocopies which,
tou6thor v{lth a good deal of other material, has resulted in this volume. I
dm uld(l t.o be associated with John and Mike who have together done most of the
rork ol editorship. I wish 'THE sLow-scAN coMpANIoN'i every- success and am
left wonderlng what will happen to SSTV in the next 25 years.
C.Grant DIXON,
Ross

GSCGK

-on-Iiye

December 1986
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REFERENCES
In a book such as this it is impossible to cover a1l the practical aspects
of SSTV. In order to help those wishing to obtain past published works on the
various subjects, the authors have included a list of references at the end of
some chapters. These references relate to articles which are particularly
recommended aithough of course there are likely to be many others in

exi stence.

of the references are followed by a code eg. GD82, this refers to a quite
collection of SSTV material - dating from the original Cop'
Macdonald articles - which have been collected over the years by Grant Dixon
GBCGK. Grant has produced an index of all his reference codes v',ith details of
the articles to which they refer. The collection has formed the basis of the
research material for this publication and now resides in the BATC library.
Members wishing to borrow material from the library should contact the
librarian, whose address may be found in the current issue of CQ-TV magazine,
Many

comprehensive

quoting the reference and/or

GD

code number.

John Wood,
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SSTV STANDABDS
The

original idea behind slow

scan TV was

to find a method

by which

a

television picture could have its bandwidth reduced so as to ailow
its transmission over a single channel voice communication system. This meant
that a typical 3t'1Hz television signal had to be reduced to around 3KHz - a
wldeband
'1000

to

1 reduction

in

bandwidth!

DERlVATION OF SLOI,I SCAN STANDARDS

of a TV signal both the horizontal and vertical
to as low a frequency as possible. At the
outset it was decided that both line and frame frequencies could be
conveniently derived from the domestic a.c. mains supply (50H2 in the U.K.).
Table 1 lists the actual frequencies used as well as detailing the other
parameters of the system. It can be seen that the line frequency of 16.6H2 is
obtained by divlding the mains frequency by three (in countries with 50Hz),
and the frame frequency of 1/7.2H2 by dividing 50Hz by 360. In countries
using a 60Hz mains frequency different division ratios are used to arrive at
To reduce the bandwidth

scannlng

rate must be

reduced

approximately the same standards.
The above description

nelates to the 'original' slow scan specification,

however in view of the fact that SSTV 1s increasingly using digital
techniques, there is a tendency to increase the number of lines to 128 which
is a convenient binary number. Most SSTV monitors and receivers will accept
either standard, the only noticeable effect being a sllghtly larger picture on

the

screen.

as possible, the
line pulse length is made 5mS. Analysis shows that such a pulse width has a
base video bandwidth of 200H2. The frame sync pulse is made much wider than
the line to make it easier to separate the two pulses in an integrating
circuit. The frame pulse was made 30mS or about half a horizontal line.
In order to separate the spectrum of the sync pulse as much

Parameter
L

ine

50Hz Mains

16-6Hz (60ms)

speed

or 128
7-2S or 7.685

Lines per {rame

120

Frame speed

1to1

Aspect ratio

Sync puLse duration

Hori zonta

Subcarrier frequency

Verti ca[

Sync

B La

Requi red transmission
bandwi dt h

ck

TabLe-'l

L

5ms

30ms

1,200H2
1,500H2
2,300H2

te
1.0 to

t{hi

COMPANION

15Hz (66ms)

or 128
or 8.535
'ltol
12O

8S

Horizontat Left to right Left to right
Vertical top to bottom top to bottom

Scanning di rection
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60Hz mains

2.5KHz

5ms
30ms

1,2OOHz
'l

,5ooHz

2,3OOHz

1.0 to

2.5KHz

l
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The aspect ratio of 1:1 is rather an inherited standard which was originally
chosen to suit the ex-radar, iong persistence cathode ray tubes originally
used in display monitors. These tubes had round faces therefore a square
rather than rectangular format was appropriate.
MODULATI ON

It has been shown that a video bandwidth of some 900H2 is adequate to
reproduce the slow scan picture. Since the line and frame rates are very low
in frequency, a high leve1 of video energy is positioned near to zero

frequency. This means that amplifiers and modulation devices must operate
near the d.c. Ievel. 0f course this is impractical since phase shift and
drlft would cause a significant deterioration in the picture. The probiem can
be avoided if the video signal is modulated onto a subcarrier placed within

the required

3KHz SSTV spectrum.

230042

VIDEO

1

500H2

S YNC

1200H2

J5 1.--

60ms

ms

Fig.1

--------J

FREOUENCY COMPOSITION OF

A

I

SINGLE

SLOh' SCAN TV LINE.

is frequency modulated by both video and synchronising signals
to the standards shown in Table l, The basic video frequency at black level
is 1,500H2 which rises to 2,300H2 at peak white. The sync frequency of
1,200H2 represents 'blacker-than-black' so that the visible raster is blanked
out during retrace or flyback of the scanning beam. Fig.1 shows the frequency
composition of a single slow scan line and illustrates the placement of the
three key modulating frequencies, clearly showlng that frequencies for the
The subcamier

complete picture go no lower than 1,200H2.

above standards are those laid down by Copthorne Macdonald - the inventor
- and fonm the basis for all slow scan TV transmissions. The original
system devised in fact used AM but 'on airrtests however showed this to be

The

of

SSTV

very susceptible to impulse interference and noise and the present FM system
instead. other standards and speclficatlons do exist but these
have been largely produced by equipment manufacturers, often for no better
reason than to simpllfy their own designs. There are however several
'genuine'variations in standards such as high definition and colour and these
are referred to in the appropriate chapters.

was adopted

IHE SLOW-SCAN
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BECEIVING SSTV
SSTV pictures can be received using an ordinary communications receiver or
transceiver covering the popular amateur bands. No modifications are required
to the receiver although the internal I.F. filter should not be less than

- 3KHz for preference. The SSTV signal ls extracted either
line output or from a headphone jack.

2.5KHz wide

an audio

from

Table '1 shows the amateur

bands used for slow scan TV as well as the IARU
working frequencies and those fnequencies which are perhaps most
often used. The mode of transmission may be either SSB or Flvl.
recommended

BAND (l,lHz

)

frequency

,E

7

.040

14.230

14.230

21.340

21

28. 680

.340

28. 680
1 44. 500

144-500

144

(MHz )

3. 730

7.040

,o

DISPLAY

(MHz )

3. 735

7
14
21

TabLe 1.

Popular
freq uenc i es

lARU
Recommended

SSTV FREQUENCIES.

HARDWARE

Broadly speaking there are three

methods by which

a slow scan picture

can

be displayed:

1 )
A conventional monitor containing an integral long-persistence cathode ray
tube together with signal processing and deflection circuits.

2)

A digital scan converter whereby the received signal is digitised and
stored i n a memory. The memory is then scanned at fast-scan (625-line) rate
for displaying on a conventional TV set or monitor.

3)

A home computer r,/hich processes
hardware rnterface.

the picture either directly or via

a

THE MON]TOR

The basic prlnciple of all SSTV monitors is the same. The audio signal
is a frequency modulated subcarrier, therefore FM detection is
required. As with conventional FM receivers a good limiter is needed ahead

from a receiver

of the discriminator to help eliminate
constant-amplitude signal

to the demodulator.

AM noise

etc.

and

to present

a

lhe discriminator changes the FM signal to an AM one, however, it is important
to realise that the waveform still consists of a subcarrier centred around
1,500H2. The sync signal is recovered by using a tuned-circuit sync
discrrminator which can be adjusted to accentuate its amplitude in order that
both vertical and horizontal pulses can be recovered by threshold detectors.
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The AM subcarrier signals will need to be detected to recover the original
baseband video and sync signals. Full-wave rectification is most often used
because the design of the necessary post detection filter is eased.
The deflection circuits are controlled by the sync pulses to produce a raster
in the same lJay as a conventional TV set, however in simpler
designs no internal generator is provided to scan out a raster in the absence

on the screen

of received syncs.

When

using

of spot

CRT

suppression should be employed.

The baseband video signal
the normal manner.

one must take care that a
phosphor and, ideally some form

this type of monitor

stationary scanning spot does not burn the

itself is filtered

and used

to brighi

up the CRT in

of a slow scan monitor is shown in Fig.1 and designs may be
in refrs. 1 & 2.
It is possible to utilise an oscilloscope for viewing SSTV pictures and a
practical system is described in ref.3.

A block diagram

found

Discriminator

Limiter

Video

amplifier

Fu11 -wave

detector

Low:pass

fi lter

Vertical
deflection

Fig.1
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deflection

BLOCK DIAGRAI{ OF

A

SLOIJ SCAN TV I'IONITOR.
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DiGITAL SCAN

CONVERTER

It is only in recent years that digital techniques and devices, especially
within the reach of amateurs. The main reason for
adopting this technique in a receiver is to enable a domestic TV set (or
monitor) to display the slow scan picture. The benefits will be realised by
those who have experienced conventional SSTV monitors. With these the picture
would start to fade at the top of the frame as it was being traced out, and
because it was not possible to easily increase the overall brightness and
persistance of the image, it became necessary to view the pictures in subdued
room lighting. Also the reception of colour transmissions was very difficult
on such a monitor and necessitated several frames of each of the three primary
colours, each viewed through an appropriate colour filter, and recorded on
film to photographically build up the full colour picture.
Although there are several methods of accomplishing digital frame store and
scan conversion, the method described here is typical. Shift registers are now
considered obsoiete, RAM is used nowadays, however, for ease of explanation
shift registers are referred to. It should be noted that dynamic RAM
addressed by a clock and address lines is not equivalent to a shift register.
memories, have come

odd,/even

Limi I,er

line buffe

Slow clock

Fig.2

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAH OF

A

Fast clock

SSTV SCAN CONVERTER.

with a conventional monitor the incoming audio slgnal is limited to provide
a constant-amplitude signal. This is then passed to an Analogue-to-Digital
converter whose purpose is to digitise each line of information into 128 4-bit
binary words. Two 512-bit shift registers act as buffer stores, the digital
information for the first slow scan line being stored in the odd-line buffer
which is controlled by a slow-speed clock. The storage operation will take
60ms, the length of a slow scan line. The second line is stored in the
even-line buffer but, whilst this is going on, the first line is being loaded
into the main memory bank.

As

The main memory consists

of a set of four shift registers, each of

which

handles one bit of the 4-bit word. Because the whole TV frame is made up of
128-lines, each containing 128 pixeis, there will be a total of 16,384 4-bit
words thus each shift register must have a capacity of l6k bits. The memory
is continually scanned at fast scan rate and the information passed to a
digital-to-Analogue converter to bring it to a baseband video signal. The
video is mixed with fast scan syncs and either fed out to a monitor or used to

THE SLOW.SCAN COMPANION
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A
UHF modulator so that it may be viewed on a domestic TV set.
continuous picture is displayed on the TV screen the beauty of which is that
it wilI stay there until a new SSTV frame is received, this wiII slowly
replace the flrst picture as it progresses down the screen. 0f course any
picture may be stored on the screen for as long as you wish by disabling the
input to the scan converter.

drive a

Naturaily there is a difference in aspect ratio between the two TV systems;
having a 1 :1 ratio whi lst fast scan TV has 4:3. If this were left
uncorrected it would result in distortion of the displayed picture, so
arrangements are made within the scan converter to blank out the first and
last eighths of each fast scan 1ine, resulting in a square SSTV picture framed
by a completely black border on either side. This does not detract from the
presentation of the picture on the screen.
Apart from the design by G3l,lCY elsewhere in this book another popular system
was described in ref.4.
SSTV

lE=rl
lt
I
ll"l1

7....rr!LSLCSLLL*

COMPUTERISED SSTV

Most personal computers are capable of being employed as SSTV receivers
and picture generators, perhaps the most popular being BBC, Sinclair Spectrum,
CBM64 and Vic 20. !,lith the exception of the Spectrum, computers generally
require a srmple interface in orden to present the correct information to the
computer's

I/0 port.

for example requires a PC board which (a) separates out the SSTV line
and frame sync pulses and converts them to TTL levels ready for feeding into
the I/0 port, and (b) limits and rectifies the video signal before feeding to
an Analogue-to-Digltal converter whose output also connects to the computer's
The BBC

I/0 port.
One of the mainreasons for using a computer is to make use of the relatively
large amount of memory available as well as taking advantage of the exce I lent
display facilities. 0f course once the information 1s in the computer's
memory it is relatively simple to manipulate it in various ways to provide
extra facillties and effects.
different timings can be set enabling experimental and colour SSTV
to be received. Picture compression; this reduces the size of
the plcture on the screen giving the impresslon of greater definition. 'Fill'
enables the spaces between SSTV lines to be filled in thus producing a plcture
more like a fast scan one. Picture width is controilable providing
compensation for transmissions derived from different mains frequencies.
Vldeo invert provides a reversed image - useful for receiving captions - and
of course the facility for dumping the SSTV picture to a graphics printer or
pl otter.
For example

transmissions

Commercial and

build-it-yourself versions of

are available, details of which

THE SLOW-SCAN COMPANION

computerised receive equipment

may be found elsewhere

in this

book.
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RE F ER ENC

ES

1 ) W4TB Simplified electrostatic monitor (GD53) and l^l6MXV High performance
magnetic deflection SSTV monitor (5FP7 tube) (GD5a): 'Slow Scan Television

Hdndbook' by W9NTP &

WBBDQT

published by 73 Magazine.

2) A basic solid-state slow scan television monltor by WBBDQT; 73 lYagazine
August 1973 (GD69).
3) Slow-scan TV vlewing adaptor for oscilloscopes by WTABt,j & WTFEN: QST
Magazine June 1970 (GD57).
4) SSTV to fast-scan converter by I,JBSLVI; QST magazine lvlarch & May 1975
(GDloo)

SSTV TUNING INDICATOR
This simple circuit is most useful as an aid to the correct tuning-in of a
slow scan signal on a receiver. The unit provides a L.E.D. whlch flickers in
sympathy with the received sync pulses, providing a visual indicatlon of
correct tuning.

A sync signal from the statlon SSTV monitor or other receive system is
connected to the input where it is amplified and fed to a tuned circuit. This
tuned circuit, formed by an BBmH toroidal lnductor and a panallel capacitor
( 'C' ) resonates at 1200H2 (sync frequency) and the signal is rectified in a
pair of switching diodes. From there the signal passes to a single transistor
lamp driver which is switched on and off in sympathy with the slgnal presented
to its base.
Sync input should be taken from the point of highest sync within the monitor

or

SSTV

receiver;

TTL

level being ideal.

'C' rs selected to resonate with Ll at 12A0Hz and in practice will
0.2uF. This should ideally be set with the aid of an audio signal
generator. Apply a 1200H2 sine-wave to the input and adjust rCr for maximum
voltage at the base of Ir2. Alternatively apply a SSTV signal to the lnput of
the monitor and adjust 'C' for best flicker.
Capacitor

be around

BBmH

toroids are widely used in RTTY equlpment and can be supplied by the
Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group. They were also used in the recent

British

past by British Telecom and may therefore
equi pment.

be found 1n surplus

telephone

TrL

fiq:l
THE SLOW-SCAN
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TRANSMITTING SSTV
Sending SSTV pictures over the air is quite
straightforward. An ordinary HF or VHF transmitter
or transceiver can be used and the combined SSTV
signal is simply fed into the microphone socket. The
band in which you are operating largely dictates the

mode

both

of

SSB

emission and sideband convention, aithough
FM are used on VHF.

and

modifications to the transmitter are necessary, however when using SSB there
one very important factor to be borne in mind: Transmitting ordinary
speech wlth SSB means that maximum power output is only reached at speech
peaks, therefore the duty cycle for" the power amplifier is fairly low enabling
1t to be run harder whi lst not overheating. An SSTV signal however,
transmitted in the same way produces a 100% duty cycle due to the presence of
the subcamier. l,jhen transmitting slow scan via SSB therer'ore you must turn
No

ls

down

the audio gain so that the transmitter output stages are operating within

their

recornmended

PICTURE

limits.

SOURCES

Newcomers to SSTV, having equipped themselves with a receiver, are
naturally keen to tnansmit some pictures as well. There are many ways of
generating slow scan pictures but a newcomer may, in the first instance,
enlist the help of a local slow scanner to record some pictures and captions
onto an audio cassette tape. A standard cassette recorder therefore is alI
that is required as the slow scan source for the transmitter, and the r^eceiving
statlon may never know that the pictures are not 1ive.

picture generators are: Home computer, Electronic
scan converter with fast scan camera,
Slow scan camera, Sampling camera and Ftying spot scanner. Let,s look briefly
The most popular slow scan

pattern generators, Keyboard, Digital
at each

one. . . .

HOME COIVIPUTERS

The computer can be used to generate both graphic pictures and text and
can save them out to tape or disc for future use. The computer can be
programmed to output the screens at slow scan rate in whlch case external
circuitry must be provided to convert the vision signal into anaiogue form,
combine it with syncs and modulate it onto the subcarrier pnior to
transmission. The fast scan composite video output from the computer may also
be used but will need digital scan conversion to SSTV before transmission (see

below).

The use of computers in a slow scan environment is covered elsewhere in this
book.
ELECTRONIC PATTERNS

It is quite easy to make smal1 logic circults to produce such patterns ,r',
Grey scale, Chequer board, Horizontal and vertical bars, grr I Ie etc. but i l

their simple forrn these patterns

are

only of

I

imited use

becarr,,r'

personalisation cannot be easily added to them. Such patterns nevertheles,;

THE SLOW.SCAN COMPANION
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I
lr,rvr.r.rrnsiderable value in providing standard test signals to help in aligning
oquipment. A pattern generator is described elsewhere in this book.
KEYBOARDS

The keyboard ls an electronic typewriter on which you can type a message
which wi 1 I be output as a combined slow scan TV picture ready for
transmission. These devices were very popular some years ago and are still
quite widely used, however SSTV is a vlsual medium and it is generaily
considered bad form to conduct an entire QSO using keyboards. Keyboards
though are an excellent way
One

of the first

l,lOLMD

(Ref.1).

DIGITAL SCAN

of titling

and captioning

within a

QS0.

and most popular SSTV keyboards was designed and described by

CONVERTERS

digital scan converter for transmission is similar in principle to the
in the chapter on receiving SSTV. The transmitting system has
to accept a fast scan TV signal, store it and then scan the memory at siow
scan rate in order to provide a SSTV picture, In practice only samples of the
fast scan signal are stored in memory, since to store all of it - in high
resolutlon - would take a considerable amount of memory capacity which would
be very wasteful. In use the scan converter 'snatches' a frame of video and
stores it, then waits until the slow scan picture has been transmitted before
snatching the next frame. Digital scan conversion is covered in depth
elsewhere in this book.
A practical fast-to-slow scan converter may be found in ref.2.
The

one described

Fast scan

Sample

and hold

camera

Fast scan
line sync.
1

5

Schmitt

.625H2

line

16

trigger

ramp

7-68sec

.6Hz

oscilfator

oscillator
BLOCK DIAGRAIVI OF

A

SAMPLING CAMERA SYSTEM.

SLOI^1 SCAN CAIV]ERAS

Cameras which actually scan a vidicon tube at slow scan rates are not
often used these days. The tube essentially stores a latent image so that a
mechanical shutter may be used to rfreezerthe action at the beginning of a
scanning period, with the lmage being read off durlng the remainder of the
scan. A typical vidicon tube of this type is a 7290 and a practical camera
design may be found in ref.3.

THE SLOI^/-SCAN COMPANION
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Perhaps a better method of achieving direct slow scan scanning of a tube is
to use a Plumbicon. The Plumbicon is also an image storing device and will
produce good slow scan pictures without the need for a mechanical shutter.
The tube is easy to obtaln since they are used in modern broadcast three-tube
colour TV cameras and are often available on the surplus market. An eye on
the 'Market Place' section in CQ-TV magazine often produces Plumbicon tubes
together with their rather compiicated scanning yokes. A construction project
for a plumbicon camera may also be found in ref.3.
SAMPLING CAMERAS

A sampling camera is essentially a conventional vidicon camera, operating
in a near-conventional manner but having the actual video information sampled
in order to produce a slow scan pictur"e.
The normal (U.K.) fast scan standards call for a line frequency of 15.625kH2
and a frame speed of 50H2. If one turns the camera on to its right side then
the 50Hz scan now becomes horizontal, dividing this rate by three results in
the comect slow scan line speed. The modification required is normally to
either drive the camera's frame sync circuit with external slow scan line
syncs or, in the case of a camera with lnternal synchronisation, alter the

timing circuit of the oscillator (usually by raising the capacitor value) to
obtain the correct speed. The block diagram of a sampllng camera is shown in
Fig. l.
The fast scan 1lne (now running along the vertical axis) is sampled many times
during the siow scan frame period and the resulting yideo is used to produce
the slow scan image. 0f course since a part of every fast scan frame is
sampled, it foliows that in order to produce a complete slow scan picture the
subject must remain stationary for the duration of the slow scan frame.
An excellent article containing
camera may be found in ref.4.

practical details

for modifying an

existing

Photomultiplier
Cathode ray tube

Horizontal
oscillator
16.6H2

Vertical

osc.il lator
7. 68se

Fig-2
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c

FLYING SPOT

SCANNER
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FLYING SPOT

SCANNERS

It must be said that equipping oneself with a Iive slow scan camera is
neither straightforward nor cheap. There is however one method of generating
slow scan from photographs, slides or pictures which may appeal to the home
constructor, this 1s the flying spot scanner.
principle of the flying spot scanner may be learned from Fig.2. I^Ilth the
aid of slow scan deflection circuitry a raster is produced on the face of a
sma11 magnetic or electrostatic cathode ray tube. The raster is actually a
fast-moving spot of light which is used to scan the picture to be transmitted.
This can be accomplished by placing a photographic transparency onto the face
of the tube allowing the light to shine through it and be picked up by a
photomultiplier. Another method is to use a lens system to focus the raster
spot onto a photograph or drawing and pick up the reflected light with a
photomultiplier. In both methods the brightness of the light produced
The

fluctuates

depending upon

the part of the picture being

scanned.

A sensitive photomultiplier tube, often a 931A, is used to pick up the light
and convert lt to a voltage which is proportional to the amount of iight
falling onto its sensor. A photomultiplier 1s generally used because it is so
constructed that it provides a considerable amount of internal amplification,
thus the following amplifylng stages are kept to a minimum. It does however
need a rather high voltage (up to '1000v) to operate and therefore many
constructors prefer to use modern solid state image sensors. Fig.3 gives some
examples of mechanical layouts for flylng spot scanners lncluding a two-tube
version. (ref.3 & 5).
pho*iomu f

marors
photomultiplier

tipl ier

a) Dlrect light pick-up. The
distance 'A' should noti be less
Lhan about 6" to avoid impaired
resoluttion caused by parallax
errors.

b) A system of mirrors may be
used to extend the length of
A in order to shorten the box

t:15'll

'--J'I---

il:,::- ..o.lT\:.

t.-"'

c) Indirect pick-up, from an opaque picture
The fens focusses the scanning spot onto
the picture. Note the directions in whlch
I,he tiwo photomultipliers are poinf-ing.
Fig.3

SUGGESTED MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR
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Understanding television can be like having

the floor cut from under you

unless you belong
to the world's foremost
amateur television club

The BRITISH AI{ATEUR TELEVISIoN CLUB

is for everybody interested in TV, be they

s[ow-scanners, tnansmitting amateurs, video enthusiasts, constructors,
sateILite buffs or computer graph'ics whiz-kids. Ivlembership bnings you the
quarterLy magazine 'CQ-TV' which is packed with up-to-date practicaI
'informat'ion for beginners and oLd-hands ati ke, there is truly something for
everyone and should not be missedl

Find out more by sending a SAE to:8ATC,'Gnenehurst', Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4DD. England
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THE SSTV STUDIO
The finai quality of an ssTV picture should be the most important
consideration in any siow scan station, since it is by your transmissions that
you are judged by others. Experienced SSTV'ers will no doubt have observed
ionsideribte vaiiations in received picture qual ity from different statlons'
especially on camera shots. One of the main reasons for this is one of
tibnting br the comect illuminatlon of the subject. Let us therefore examine
tnis subject so that you may, hopefully, be able to ensure optimum performance
from your slow scan equipment.
camera is normally set up and used in a 'studior. l'low this may sound very
grand, but in practici: a studio may be no more than a corner of the shack or a
iew feet of bench space. Whatever you use as a Studio it will certainly need
a fixed and properly controlled lighting system. It is worth therefore taking
a look at a suitable layout-

A

AN SSTV STUDIO

Fig.'1 illustnates a basic studio. For effective SSTV pictures a fairly
bold approach to subject matter and contrast levels is required. It is
perhaps best to use a matt black background whlch could typlcally be made from
a sheet of black poster card obtainable from your local Stationers or art
shop- The card can be about two feet square and should have some means,
towards the bottom, of holding or sldnding caption cards and pictures. The
lights are connected to a lamp dimmer (availabie from electrical shops) which
allows the Iighting level

to

be adjusted

for different

background

subj ect

-

l-

came

Fig. 1

subjects-

Basic l-ighting

i ghts

ra

arrangement

The use of a black background ensures that maxlmum light from the subject not the background - ls returned to the camera thus keeping contrast levels
high. Having such a background also reduces the risk of light reflections
feedlng back to the camera. The lighting arrangement in Flg.l is adequate for
pictures and captions, but for three-dimensional objects a third light can be
used to qood effect, this is often placed behind the subject, or sometimes
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f
to provide back or top illuminaLiort l.o r rr',rlr
also produce interesting highlights. Iry tl. lot
yourself and see how 'flat' a purely front-1it subject looks in compat i',orr"
overhead, its purpose being
roundness and depth and
L

I GHTI NG

The amount of light required on a given subject is of course that whiclt
produces the best quality image in terms of contrast and detail. generally,
looking after the contrast will ensure that the detail looks after itself. If
too much light is used the camera will not reproduce detail from the lighter
parts of the subject and these areas will tend to flare or 'white-out'. If

too

little light is

will

used then the picture

contrast.

Sultable lights for black and white

almost any that produce
and dayl

can

thin and of

poor

be

a fairly white light

ight is, of course, idea1.

photoflood and spot
tend

SSTV

be somewhat

to be somewhat

Photographic
lamps are very good but do

expensive as

well as running

hot. Also, as they age, the light tends to
fall off towards the red end of the spectrum.
The conventional 100W household iamp can produce
good results and they are certainly a lot
cheaper. Both photofloods and domestic bulbs
may be controlled by the dimmer switch. The
author has had good results from using an old
slide projector as a Iight source. Some small
household fluorescent tubes are 0K for black and
white but not for colour although the standard A suitabte setup for captions
fittings using 'daylight' tubes seem to be very and printed pi ctures- SimpIe
good indeed - even for colour. With any source
it should be remembered that the further away strip Lighting may be used
the subject is from the Iight source the here.
brighter it needs to be to produce a given picture quality. A further look at
very

lighting for colour

SETTING

cameras may be found

in the chapter on colour

SSTV.

UP

Let's now go through a typical adjustment procedure for setting-up a
for SSTV work. Firstly you should make sure that the video camera is
set according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Since many shack cameras
though are second-hand the fol Iowing general instructions may be of
studio

assistance:

This sequence assumes that the camera is electrically adiusted, that is having
one-volt peak-to-peak of video available at the output and that beam current,
target volts and electrical focus are correct. Choose a subject with some
black and some white content as well as in-between shades and adjust the
camera lens to fB. Turn on the lights and focus the lens. If a fast-scan
monitor is being used its contrast control should be set for an average

picture - neither fully up or down - and the brilliance for a comfortable
level. If the studio lights are turned up and down now you should be able to
adjust them for best lighting. The black parts of the picture should be truly
black and the whites (you guessed it!) truly white. Once the lighting level
is riqht any correction needed for different subjects may be made using the
aperture ring on the lens.
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If no fasl-scan monltor rs available and
a SSTV monitor
then it rs important that this be set up
correctly using a good quality recording of
an [] or 16-step greyscale or a custom-burlt
greyscale generaton. When displayed on
the monitor the brrlliance and contrast
controls are adjusted to produce an even
grdduatlon between white and black. It is
important that ALL the tone steps be
clearly seen on the sCreen. Once the
monitor has been adjusted in this way D0
NOT CHANOE THE SETTINGS FOR ANY REASON;
thrs is now your standard against which
everything else is set. The camera should
now be set up in a similar r{ay to that
described above where a good slow scan
adjustments are made using

W

The caption hoLder has a bLack
background and a means of

supporting or fixing pictures.

picture shouid be

produced.

You should now be in a position to make a
number of test recordrngs. Use the
monltor as your standard and, if the
pictures look good, record them onto tape.
These should be played back and checked
on your monitor to confirm the quality.
The various settings of lens aperture and
light brilliance may be noted for later

reference

if

requined.

A good pi cture sholls ri ch bIacks,
bri LLiant l,'/hites and good inbetween shades of grey.

.qi.
.{il&

-

.

"f 'f*r*ffi
":Eg
ffi
-" 19 ;]ffi
w
;&ffi

ffi

was the first SSTV picture to be
ffi This
tnansmitted across the Attantic ocean.
It was sent by Copthorne wlacdonald,
l{A2BCW, on December 20th 1959 and
neceived in Engtand by John Plowman,
, i
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SSTV IN GOTOUR
Colour SSTV is a very complex subject which is made worse by the nunrlu,r of
different systems in use by amateurs. A11 have their merits anrl drawlr,rt:kr,
although the particular system used by the indrvidual is often dicta[er1 try l.lrc
equipment available. Broadly speaking the common systems fall into 'Canrpl'
which are usually those adopted by various SSTV equipment manufacturers.
Because of this diversity no attempt is made in this volume to descrrbe or'
analyse the various systems, instead a description of the principles of colour
SSTV is given together with a practical sequence using a black and whi
camera, and general guidance on the use of a colour camera in order to achieve
best results from a modern digital scan converterLL.

PRI NC I PLES

Colour SSTV consists of breaking the colour subject down into three black
and white pictures which can be transrnitted using a standard SSTV system.
This process is called analysls. The three frames consist of the oriqinal
colour picture viewed through three filters - a red, a green and a blue. It
is a fact that three separate black and white frames, each taken through a
different filter, contain all the colour informatlon necessary to reassemble a
complete colour picture at the receiving end thus making them suitable for use
with aII colour SSTV systems.

The fi

lters

commonly used are the

Kodak l^iratten type whlch are in
gelatin form and should be available

most photographic shops. The
fl lters requi ned are: RED - No.25;
from

GREEN

-

No.5B and BLUE

-

No.47B.

The varlous colour SSTV transmission
systems are likel.y to be based on

either

Frame Sequentia

I

or

Line

Sequential techniques and these

are

briefly defined below. Howeven there
are other systems such as "Time
Multiplexed Component Colour", used
in some Robot equipment which take
advantage

technology.

of the latest in digital

FRAME.SEQUENTIAL COLOUR

Kodak

used

Wratten geLat.in fi Lters are

to

make

the three cotour

separation frames.

:

This involves the use of three separate fr"ames of the same picture each
containing red, green and blue information. These frames are transmitted
in sequence and may be repeated several times to ensure that at least one
good frame is recelved, even over a difficult transmission path.
LINE-SEQUENTIAL COLOUR:

Alternating red, green and blue lines are transmitted and are synchronis(,(l
by the vertical synchronisation pulse. The usuai sequence is red - qrr,r,n

-

blue.
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COLOUR SSTV t^lITH

A

BLACK-AND-I^lHlTE

CAI1ERA

ivlaklng a colour picture is quite straightforward: Flrst you will need a
scan-converter which is fitted with three memories that can be used for

transmitting. The camera should be correctly adjusted as detai led in the
"SSTV Studio" chaDter as should the SSTV monitor. To set the colour monitor
load each of the memories with a grey-scale and display all three memories
toqether, ad.justinq contrast and brilliance for correct display of the B&W
picture (good black, qood white and each step clearly discernable).
The
setting is left alone from this point.

the scan converter bri I I i ance and
contrast settinqs should be set to
produce the best picture, after which the
settings remain un-touched. Put the
memory switch to RED and place the red
filter in front of the camera lens. Hold
this position for two or three seconds to
allow any automatic functions wlthin the
camera to settle, then load the picture
into the red memory. The same procedure
Now

is adopted, l,,lITHOUT i\'loVING THE CAMERA,
for the green and blue frames after which
your scan converter memory V'/ill contain
the complete colour picture but in its
separated form. Nol,/ sr^/itch the scan
converten to 'display' and you should
have a good colour

picture on the

screen.

Good

contrast and tonaL

range

'is important in achieving

best coLour pictunes.

the

If the colours don't match the subject check the lighting and scan converter
settings. After a few test pictures have been made and recorded play them
back to see how they look after being passed through the memories a few times.
0f

course, once you have the coloun separations in store you can transmit the
will using any of the colour systems available.

pictures at.

COLOUR SSTV WITH

A

COLOUR CAMERA

digital scan converter it is often possible
directly, the converter then 'snatches'a complete
frame and automatically breaks it down into the three colour separations ready
for transmission. Such a scan converter is the Robot 1200C, and the following
section, providing guidance on the use of colour cameras in this application,
is reproduced from the Robot 1200C instruction manual (appendix A) by kind
permission of Robot Research Inc:
l,lith the advent of the

to use a colour

modern

TV camera

of a colour TV camera as a video source requires that we look at
somewhat differently than we do with a black and white camera. We are
no longer able to think strictly in tenms of "contrast" because we must now
consider colour. In the world of composite colour the term usual ly used
instead of "contrast" is C0L0UR SATURATI0N. Colour saturation refers to the
relative intensity of the colours in the lmage. An image with relatively
subdued colours is said to have low colour saturation while a brightly
coloured image is described as having high colour saturation.
The use

things

lIII
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Colour intensity, or saturation, is only one aspect of colour quality.
factor, perhaps the most lmportant in colour work, is HUE. Also
referred to as TINT or PHASE, HUE is colour itself. Thus red, green, blue,
orange, etc., are different HUES. The term is important because we need a way
to describe the colour errors in a reproduced image. Such errors are called
HUE errors. Green skies, blue faces and purple hair are the result of HUE
Another

err0rs.

Now that colour saturation and hue have been
defined, letrs consider the role that 1lght
plays in determlning the qual ity of a
composite colour vrdeo image. The amount of
light used to i llumlnate a colour image in
front of a TV camera affects colour saturation
in the same way that it affects contrast in a
b ack and wh i te system. The more I i ght
falling on the subject, that is, the greater
the i I I i:mi nation, the more saturated the
colours in the video image wi 1 I be. In
practice, sufficient light must be provided
for the camera to produce colour which ls as
saturated as the original. The problem of
determining hov,/ much light is required when a
modern colour video camera is used is a
Good Light'ing brings out
relatively simple one to solve. This is
some essentiaL highLights.
because most manufacturers of colour cameras
have gone the extra mile and designed very good video control circuitry lnto
their products. Too much light is almost never a problem and, in general, the
more light the better the colour reproduction. Lighting requirements vary, of
course, depending on subject material and the nature of the video equipment
used but the important point is D0N'T SKIMP. (For a great example of how NOT
to skimp on lighting try to arrange a visit around a broadcast TV studio).
1

sufficient light in colour video
light utilized. The character of
the Iight falling on the subject before a camera is tied intimately to the
quality of the colour lt will produce. This is where HUE comes in, as you

Having discussed the importance of providing
work we must now consider the quality of the

will

see.

light is balanced, that is, it consists of equal portions of every
visible colour. If this balance is disturbed lhe light wil] no longer be
white, but will take on some characteristic overall colour or hue. The colour
of anything which is illuminated by a source of unbalanced light will take on
the same characteristic hue as the light itself. This fact applles to an
illuminated subject in front of a TV camera. If the light source is not
balanced the colour of the subject will be biased. Now, while a source of
perfectly white Iight is difficult to find, we can come close rather easily.
The lmportant point is that what the camera "sees" is totally dependent on the
Truly white

colour of the illuminating Iight.

In practice there are many sources of fairly well balanced light. The most
of course, is daylight. If you are forced into operating indoors
there are a number of inexpensive lamps avai lable whlch wi I i suffice. The
most familiar is the ordinary household tungsten lamp which emits a fairly
white light when new. Tungsten lamps age and as they do their light becomes
more red. A more sophisticated version of this type of lamp is the
"photoflood". Generally, its light 1s very close to white but 1t shares the
common,
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same tendency lowards red as it ages. Another source of light which has
becorne rather common recently is the quartz halogen 1amp. Quartz light is
very well balanced and changes very little with time. Quartz lamps typicaily
produce a great deal of light tor their size but have a somewhat shorter

lifetime than tungsten 1amps. General ly good results can be obtained by
a sufiicient amount of light from any of the lamps.lust described.
ulilizrng
Colour nperfectionists", however, may wish to use the best quallty
illumrnation available. That's part of the fun.
There is one cornmon source of home lighting which 1s not suitable for use with
most cameras and that ls fluorescent 1amps. The llght produced by fluorescent
lamps is spectrally very narrow (that is many colours are misslng altogether
from its light). As a result it is very difficult to accurately reproduce
colour subjects

when

ordinary fluorescent lamps are used for illumination.

0ff screen photo of
G3N0X

coLour

SSTV

in ScotLand
by GM3WOJ via meteor
r^eceived

scatten.

The ori gi

na

Is of these two
in cotour.

photographs are

It is regretted that

ci rcumstances prevent thei
here.

fuLl reproduction

n

0ff screen photo taken
di rect from the space
shutt Ie on 1 45.550P]Hz.
ohoto G3N0x

IIII
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COMMERGIAT EOUIPMENT
So far in this book we have been discussing mainly home-brew equipment and
the use of computers for the reception and transmission of SSTV. However,
there are of course many commercially built items of SSTV equipment available
to the amateur. In this chapter then we shall take a look not only at
currently available gear, but also at some of the earlier models so that
readers may be aware of what to look out for on the second-hand market.
The principal manufacturers of SSTV equipment at present are; R0B0T RESEARCH
INC, DAVTREND LTD and WRAASE ELtKTRONIK. Whilst Davtrend and Wraase equipment
is quite popular in the U.K. and Europe, Robot products are used almost
exclusively in the U.S.A. and the rest of the world and are fast catching up
over here. Robot have been manufacturing SSTV equipment for the amateur
market for many years and as a consequence have the largest ranqe of models,
therefore we shall start this chapter with a look at their equipment. All

speclfications have been taken from the manufacturer's oriqinal publications.

1200C
The most recent model to be
described here is the 1200C Colour Scan
Converter. This 1s a sophisticated
microprocessor based high resolution
ROBOT RESEARCH INC.

Model

-

colour video scan converter and image
processor. The features displayed by

this

converter are very advanced, using

state-of-the-art
techniques such as
rTime Multiplexed
Component Colour'.
Mode L 1 200C
(An explanation of this technique is not
wi th i n the scope of th i s book, but
suffice it to say that the results obtained can be more accurate and efficient
than other SSTV transmission modes. ) The converter is compatible with
existing scan converters with a choice of four transmission formats. This
choice, for black and white and colour operation, allows the operator to
obtain the best pictures, optimising between speed and noise immunity.

that can often be a source of irritation ls the constant need to
some signais when receiving pictures, especially when tuning in 5SB.
This problem is alleviated with the 1200C due to the software system
developed for the microprocessor. This system automatically detects mistuning
within +/- 150H2 and compensates accordingly. Hard copies of received colour
pictures can be produced in colour if a suitable printer (eg. Seikosha
GP-700A) is attached. When the converter is being used to transceive plctures
with another Robot colour converter, an automatic mode of operatlon may be
A problem

fine-tune

se

lected

.

The fast-scan picture source for transmission can be 'snatchedr from either a
colour camera or a black and white camera equipped with colour filters.
Alternatively a previously stored picture can be recalled from one of the six
memories for transInission. There is also a built in colour bar generator
which is useful as a test pattern for receiver adjustment. For ease of
transmission the converter is equipped with a ful I width screen cursor
indicating the I ine being transmitted.
THE SLOW-SCAN COMPAN]ON
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Another feature of this converter is
the provision of two input/output ports
for connection to a suitable computer.

This facility allows for fuli

remote

control operation of the 1200C from the
computer via the parallel port or an
RS-232

serial port-

Rean

view of

1200C

It can be seen therefore
modern ideas and circuitry,
w111

that this converter, utilising as it does the most
is a very sophisticated piece of equipment and
provide the user with state-of-the-art results,

Specifications for the

1200C

include the following:

Transmit speeds selectable from:

B&li

-

120

lines 0 B or 12 seconds,
seconds,

240

240

on receive to any of the standard SSTV
formats.
Video display composed of 61,440 pixels in a 256 pixel by 240 line array
when in the memory page 1 or 2 mode. An 18-bit digital 'word' for each
picture element giving a possibie 262,144 colours.
Standard camera input, 1v p/p into 75-ohm.
SSTV signal input 20mv to 1v. Minimum S/N ratio for clear picture 6dB.
Automatic speed fol lowing

Composite video output

at'1v p/p into

75-ohm.

video output with composite sync on each. Separate syncs available.
SSTV output 20mV to 1v for transmitter, adjustable by rear panel control.
SSTV output 500mV (nominat) for tape recorder
Touch sensitive front panel controls t,iith LED status indicators.
RGB

0ther models previously manufactured by Robot include the 450C, 400, 300 and
the 70. Many of these models, as well as their accessories, become available
on the second-hand market from time to time. 0f course the facilities
available wlth each model vary according to the technology available at the
time of their design. However, any of them will provide the operator with an
SSTV station capable of receiving and transmitting excel lent slow-scan
pi

ctures.

MODEL 45OC

The 450C is basically the

same as

but with less memory and as a
consequence restricted operational
modes. (lt is also worth pointing out
that this model may still be available
new at the time of publication. ) The
main differences between the two models

the

1200C

1le in their relative display
ities and posslble colour
Itlode [ 450C
combinations. The 450C has a 128 pixel
by 120 line display producing 15360
plxels, but stilI remains compatible with 240 line reception,
capabi I

possible colour comblnations. Apart
and operation remain much the same.
IHE SLOI^/-SCAN C0l"lPANI0N
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MODEL 4OO

The first of the Robot modeis to
incorporate digital technlques and
sol id-state memories, the
400
represented a major step forward at
the time of its introduction and was
possibly their most successful model.
The most noticeable difference between

using digital

memories

to

the

previously used display method of
phosphor or silicon storage tubes, is

the permanent retention of
received picture

in the

memory

the

It4ode

without

|

400

fading after a few minutes (whilst the power remains switched on of course).
Flicker-free received pictures with the slow downward scan of the replacing
frame, and the ability to preview transmit pictures on the fast-scan receiver
were also new experiences. The features exhibited by the modei 400 are
generally the expected norm for modern scan converters:

Standard B second'128 Iine by'l28 pixel transmit and receive, BIack
white only with a 16 level grey scale.
Fast scan video input 1v p/p into 1k.
Fast scan video output 1.4u p/p into 75-ohm.

input

SSTV
SSTV

20mv

to

1v

into 10k.

S/N

ratio for noise free picture

and

6dB.

output 2v p/p maximum into lk, adjustable by rear panel control.
Snatch controls for brlghtness and contrast to enable picture level to

set prior to transmission or storage.

be

Receive controls for adjusting contrast and brightness whilst viewing
picture, or prior to memory storage.
'Hold' facility to allor'r retention of a received frame without it being
updated by further incoming SSTV.
I,lidth control to allow reception of pictures from countries using 50 or

60 Hz supplies.
Internal grey scale generator

for

receiver adjustment or transmission.

MODEL 4OOC

is actually an upgrade unit
giving the added
features of full colour tran.sceive,
automatic fine tuning of the received
plcture, three picture memories and the
capability of interfacing to the model 800
for colour graphics.
The 400C

for the

model 400

The upgraded

specification

changes are:

Transmlt speeds selectable from: 120 lines
@

36

or

Mode

GB

1

or

400C

12 seconds,

or

240

72 seconds colour.

Automatic speed tracking of the received picture, allowing reception of
the standard SSTV formats without independent selection.
Automatic fine tuning within the range +/- 150H2.
Three independently selectable memories for storlng received or snatched
pictures. The memories can be simultaneously selected to gj.ve a
composite picture
IHE SLOI{-SCAN
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[10DEL 300

This model was produced using storage
tube techniques and is believed to have

been

the first

commercial

1y

avai 1ab1e

converter. Another first for this
model was the abi 1 ity to view the
received picture on a fast-scan monitorscan

The incoming SSTV

picture is

pr ocessed

and stored on a silicon target storage
Mode [ 300
tube, it is then electrically read out
and reprocessed into a fast-scan picture
for viewing on a monitor. The transmit picture is snatched from a fast-scan
source, processed and stored in the tube from where it is again electrically
read and processed into the slow-scan picture for transmission. The
facilities available with this unit are comparable with todays' generation of
converters, the only real differences being black and white working only and
no internal picture storage. Storage is achieved by recording on magnetic
tape or by photographing the screen. Once an SSTV plcture is stored on tape
it can be read back into the converter for transmission. It is worth
remembering that the same applies to most of the digital converters available,
thelr memories only store plctures whilst the power is connected, permanent
storage must be on tape.

As previously

mentioned any picture that is stored in the silicon tube will
eventually fade out and after a few minutes will have to be refreshed or
replaced. A1so, even when new, these tubes, by nature of the manufacturing
process, exhibit small blemishes on the target which are sometimes seen on the
The

specifications for the model 300 include:
Transmit and Receive speeds: 128 lines G 2, 4 or B seconds,
34 seconds - black and white only.

4, B,17 or

Video input 1v p/p into 75-ohm.
Video output 1.4u p/p into 75-ohm.
SSTV input 20mv to 1v into lok. Minimum S/N

256 lines

0

ratio for clear picture is

6dB.

Flt4 deviation controls set degree of FM swing and centre value of
picture. Indicators show when limits of swinq are reached ( ie.
1200H2 for sync and 2300H2 for white).
Snatch controls to set the required depth of modulation of the picture
from the camera or video source.
Normal or inverted video transmitted picture"

Transmlt

SSTV

Tuning indicator activated by incoming SSTV
tuned.

sync

pulses

when correctly

Horizontal hold control to allow reception of pictures from countries
using 50 or 60Hz supplies.
Span and balance controls to set depth of modulation and centre value of

of incoming pictures.
'Hold' faci I ity to freeze an i ncoming picture
updating to al1ow vlewing or storage.
swing

on the screen wi t,hout

Transmit mode can be switched between SSTV mode and voice mode, the
into a socket on the rear pane1"

microphone being plugged

IHE
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MODEL 70

the

The model

70 monitor was

first
commercial ly
avai Iable slow scan unit in
the world. The final version,
the 700, was quite
sophisticated for a unit built
around a P7 phosphor cathode
ray tube. The 70 series are
receive only monitors, but
include in their circuitry
power feeds for the B0 series
slow-scan cameras to enable
the operator to transmit as

.::::
rlln

::-:l

&#
Et

w,

w8

*!
ModeL 70A monitor

well.

to the CRT. The CRI is
raster at all times whether
or not a picture is being received. Due to the persistance of the P7 phosphor
tube (similar to those used in early radar equipment) the displayed picture
remains on the screen for approximately B seconds, after which time it has t0
be refreshed because it fades out. The picture is best viewed in a darkened
room, or by using a viewing hood to reduce the level of ambient light falling
The received SSTV signal is processed and then fed
scanned by free-running timebases thus producing a

on the screen.

The models 70C and 70D were

facilities they offered
specifications for

the last

in this series and the
in today's shack. The

produced

make them useful even
these two models include:

Reception of 128 lines @ B seconds or 256 llnes @ 34 seconds. t,jill also
accept 2 and 4 second transmissions, the resulting pictures being quarter

and half screen respectively.
Automatic sync threshold circuit accepts line sync pulses from 3 to 1Oms
and frame sync pulses from 30 to 90ms duration. This permits the monitor

to receive

may

pictures originating from tape storage, where the tape
vary causing frequency shift,

SSTV
SSTV

input

40mv

to

10v

into 1k.

S/N

ratio for a clear picture is

speed

6dB.

output suitable for cassette tape recorder.
Horizontal hold control to allow reception of pictures from countries
using 50 or 60Hz supplies.
Contrast control to vary the amplitude

I",lode

I

70D

on

Iy

of the

SSTV

applied to the

CRT.

:

Oscillator

mode enabling
accurate fine tuning of the

incoming SSTV or

setting-up a

for

slow-scan

camera.

Viewfinder mode al lowing

the monitor to be used to
preview the picture from
the slow-scan camera,
enabling rapid set-up of
pictures for transmission.
THE SLOW-SCAN COMPANION
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(The

B0 series slow-scan camei^as have a fast-scan output

monitor

for this

purpose).

for feeding into the

It is also worth noting that, not without some patience,256 line 32 second
pictures could be received on this unit. Although the picture will have
started to fade by the time the scan is completed, enough remains on the
screen to be viewed.
[4ODEL

70

ACCESSORITS

are two main accessories used with 70 series monitors; a slow-scan
for transmit and a viewfinder. As previously noted the model 70D
monitor has a bui lt-in viewfinder, so only a camera is required to transmit
'live'pictures.
The models B0 and B0A slor^/-sCan cameras are
powered from a 70 senies monitor. They operate as
sampl ing cameras, the picture initial 1y being
fast-scan generated from a standard vidicon tube.
This fast-scan picture is sampied within the
camera at slow-scan rates thus producing an SSTV
picture. Both pictures are fed to their
appropriate output sockets on the camera. The
slow-scan picture produced is in the standard
format of B second/128 lines. The audio FM output
is variable to 2.5v p/p maximum into 1k. There
are contrast and brightness controls to set the
picture to the deslred leve1 and a beam control
for optimum sharpness. 0n the model B0A quarter
(2 second) and half (4 second) frame durations can
also be selected. The fast-scan output is
suitable for driving 60-series viewfinders or the
There

camera

model 70D monitor

direct

Model- 80

The models

60 and

video

camena

61 viewfinders provide

a

display of the picture
from the B0 series cameras. The pi cture
viewed is an exact replica of the SSTV picture
transmi tted, therefore accurate sett i ng of
grey 1evel etc. is possible. The model 60 has
a 4 inch display whereas the 61 is 6.5 inch.
The fast-scan rate of 3kHz used produces a 180
line display (200 lines @ 60Hz).
convenient fast-scan

MODEL BOO KEYBOARD

The Robot

terminal unit

800 is a multimode keyboard

combining baudot, ASCII, Morse
code and SSTV. The SSTV mode is transmit only

Model 61 viewfinder on top
of a 70A moni tor

THE SLOI^I-SCAN COI4PANION

and the un i t i s i ntended to be used i n
conjunction with model 400 and al I Iater
models to complete the transceive station,
whilst at the same tlme enhancing the transmit
features of the 400. The unit operates as a
character generator, allowing 6 lines of 6
alphanumeric characters, or 3 lines of 6
Page 30

taller characters to be typed onto an SSTV format screen. The message being
typed in is displayed on the fast-scan monitor connected to the unit, whilst
at the same time it is generated as a slow-scan signal and sent to the
transmitter. A line cursor moves down the screen at the slow-scan rate
indicating which portion of the display is being transmltted. Complete
on-screen cursor controls allow the operator to change any part of the text
easi ly and immediately, there are also carriage return/l ine feed, delete
character and clear screen commands. Further commands give the ability to
transmit oniy certain lines of the text instead of the whole screen and also
to reverse the display from the default mode of black characters on a white
background to t^lhite on black. AIso built into the terminal are a standard
6-bar grey-scale and a chequerboard pattern to assist in setting up equipment
or for transmission.
MODTL BOOC

The model 800C is basically the same as the 800 but has some expanded
features. The display becomes 6 lines of B or 3 lines of B characters
allowing more text on the screen. A serial output is provided for colour
graphics and special effects with Robot colour scan converters, with eight
graphic memories and battery back-up.

This completes our iook at the Robot range of equipment. They have been
producing SSTV equipment since 1970 and as a result have made available more
models in the U.K. than any other supplier, therefore it is more likely that
any second-hand equipment found will be of their manufacture. Should any
probiems arise with any Robot equipment it is comforting to know that the
company are only too willing to offer advice and assistance.
Robot (U.K.) Ltd, Building 33, East Midlands
2SA. Telephone: 0332 812446.

Airport, Castle Donington,

Derby,

DE7
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DAVTREND

Ltd.

Model DRAE SSTV Teievision Transceiver.

A mone recent entry into the
SSTV field by the U. K. company
Davtrend has resulted in the

of this SSTV scan
initlally as a receive only
converter, but provision has
been made on the main circuit
board for the installation of a
transmit board. A certain
amount of setting-up of the
manufacture

converter. The unit was designed

Davtnend SSTV transceiver

internal pre-set controls has to
to achieve correct results, but the manufacturers point out
clearly in their documentation which controls to adjust and which not to
touch. The overall operation of the converter is quite acceptable and the
quality of plctures received and transmitted are comparable with other units
be carried out

having similar
'Ihe

facilities.

manufacturer's specifications
Receive and transmlt 128
16 level grey sca1e.
SSTV

input

100mV

to

2V.

for the unit

lines

Video input fast-scan 625

@

lines

8.5

1V

are:

seconds

with 128 pixels per line.

peak-to-peak into 75-ohms.

output FM modulation 1500H2 to 2300H2. Sync pulse
Video output 1V peak-to-peak into 75-ohms.
UHF output on channel 35 into 75-ohms.

SSTV

The converter also carrres a microphone socket on

1200H2.

the front panel which allows

for phone operation without having to di sconnect the unit from the
transmitter. The input to the converter is switchable between the radio
receiver, a tape recorder or a fast-scan camera to allow setting up focus etc.
prior to transmission. The only transmit picture source input is for a
fast-scan camera (or video recorder), from lvhich the unlt snatches a frame
during each slow-scan frame pulse and transmits it as SSTV. A'freeze frame'
facility 1s also available which allows the received picture to be displayed
on the screen without being overwritten by incoming video.

Davtrend

Ltd,

Sanderson Centre, Lees Lane, Gosport, Hampshire, P012

3UL.

Telephone: 0705 520141.
WRAASE

ELEKTRONIK ModeI SC-1

The SC-1 is the latest model Wraase converter to be described here. It is
a portable dual-mode unit for SSTV and FAX. AIso available as optional extras
are a colour graphics keyboard, a video light pen, a computer printer
interface and a colour camera interface to allow the 'snatching' of coiour
pictures from fast-scan. Later versions of the SC-1 (serial numbers above
1000) are equipped with a new Iine sequential colour sync system. A 1mS long
2300H2 pulse at the beginning of each RED line is used to synchronise the
colour sequence, thus, even under strong received interference, the colour

will not change during reception of a colour
THE SLOI'.SCAN COMPANION
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These later versions have a 'high resolution' colour mode in wlrir.lr lrol.lr trrr,rrror y
banks are switched together for 256 lines colour. Transmission or tt't:t'pl tott
of one hlgh-resolution colour frame takes 48-seconds.

'ffi

&-y#i.-b**:*
;I+'"'d
,;*1.

&,

*i

...1,, i
'"
fq

.;

j ',.; I

K-ge,"'

t,Jraase SC-1 with
optionaL keyboard

MANUFACTURER,S SPECI FICATIONS :

SC-1 SSTV/FAX
SSTV/FAX FM-MODULATION

STANDARDS

SUBCARR]ER FREQUENCIES

Sync:

1200H2
1 500H2
2300H2

Black

t.lhite

Horizontal

Verticai

Sync:
Sync:

Bs I

5mS

50mS

SSTV 16s

SSTV 32s

Scanning Iines

128

Picture elements

t5r)

SSTV

per iine

Line rate

(lines/sec.)

COLOUR SSTV

FAX

256

256

256

256

2s6

256

16

Scanning time

per frame (secs.)

64

/ 128

Picture format
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COLOUR

Frame-sequentia

I

SSTV

STANDARDS

RED, GREEN, BLUE manually swltched 1, 2 or 3 frames
each depending on propagation conditions'

colour

RED, GRETN and BLUE

Line-sequentia 1 colour

lines alternating, synchronised

by the vertical sync pulse, starting with red.
Sequence: R-G-8.

The

U.

K. agent for

Wraase equipment

Eastwood, Rotherham, South Yorkshire, 565

is:

Mr.A.Corker, 59 Foijambe Road,

2UA. Telephone:

0709 68098.

or two other notable SSTV products in the past which'
longer made, may still be available on the second-hand market so

There have been one

although

no

it is worth

taking a

brief look at them

here:

SPACEMARK SSM.1

This monitor is bui It around the 5FP7 long persistance phosphor CRT,
giving a yellow or green picture which remains viewable for about B seconds
before it fades. In this model the line and frame timebases are NOT free
running, so nothing at all appears on the screen until a correctly locked SSTV
signal ls received. There is a bullt-in tuning indicator in the form of a LED
that flashes in sympathy with the received SSTV signal. When the signal is
correctly tuned the LED flashes at its most rapid and brightest, with long
flashes indicating the frame pulses. 0nce correct tunlng has been achieved
the frame reset button is operated and the picture appears on the screen.
Funther tuning may then be necessary to obtain the best picture resolution.
This monitor is of the 'old school'type, being designed before the widespread
use of digital techniques revolutionised slow-scan TV. The monitor was sold
in kit form.

Spacemark SSM-1 moni
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The

specifications for the SSM-l include:
Reception

of

120 line/B second format only.

SSTV input 10mv to 20v
LED tuning indicator.

into

3k.

Brilliance and contrast controls.
Four position input selector.

Although very basic

entry into
as wel l.

cheap

in its capabilities this monitor could stiII provide a
and would no doubt be of interest to SSTV'old timers'

SSTV

VENUS SS2

Venus were very proud of the fact that they produced the high voltage
power supplies used in the television cameras on the Apollo space missions.

their original brochure 'Your Slo-Scan may not have to work on the
it is reassuring to know that the same quality and reliabilty has
It is still possible to find the occasional Venus
designed into it'.

To quote

moon...but
been

monitor on the second-hand market and they are worth looking out for.

tv
,Bl

T

Ia
Y

Venus SS2 monitor

Again the monitor is only capable of receiving 120 line B second SSTV, but to
be fair that was the only standard in use at the time of it's introduction.
The display utilises a square P7 phosphor tube (not an ex-RADAR device), with
the provision of a film camera adaptor on the facia to accomodate a Polaroid
camera for directly photographing off-screen. This model features an
oscilloscope mode which allows the operator, by seiecting the rAccu Sync'
function, to accurately tune-in the incoming signal by watching the sync
pulses appear on the display.
Features lncluded are:
Receive only 120

input

lines at B seconds.
10v into 1k.

to

40mv
Oscilloscope mode

SSTV

tuning.
Contrast and brightness controls.
Four position input selector.
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THE HOME MIGRO
!L.!!-LLLL!

Now that home micro-computers with large memories are commonplace it is
natural that we should want to use them in an SSTV environment.
Unfortunately, most computers capable of analogue to digital conversion do not
run fast enough to cope with a fast-scan TV signal. Likewise, the computer
does not easily cope with the task of displaying a 128 x 128 pixel SSTV
picture. If one's computer has a graphics capability for dispiaylng a 128 x
'l2B square and it can make each element have a grey value from 0 to 15 units,
then it is merely a question of writing a suitable SSTV program. Such a
program should sense the SSTV frame and line sync pulses to effect the correct
timing, recognise the grey level of each pixel and store thb required data in
the screen area of the memory map. As the time taken for one line of SSTV,
includirig sync pulses, is of the order of 60ms, then quite a lot of
computation can be carried out for each line and thus withln each pixel time.
However, this is only the case if machine code or assembler language is used,
BASIC is far too slow.
memory is best done by converting the
SSTV and then arranging an interface which a1 lows the digital
information to be sampled at slow scan rate and stored by the computer. The
circuit in Fig.1 would serve well for this purpose. The computer samples the
4-bit video, the line and frame sync at an input port; it can also deliver,
via an output port, the 4-bit vldeo stored in memory and a control line which

Storing a fast-scan picture in computer

slgnal to

is

used

to switch the two video sources. After the lnterface the

scan

converter does a di.gital to analogue converslon and this analogue signal
modulates a VCO to give the usual FM SSTV signal.

An alternative method for storing all, or part, of a fast-scan picture is a
sampling method. It does not require any modifications to the camera and
rel

les on the fact that the

computer's memory

is truly

Therefore, although the picture is scanned vertically and
the data can easily be read out as horizontal lines.
0nce we have got

the picture stored in

are a few suggestions:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

memory what can we

random access.

stored in

memory,

do with it?

Switch between the computer picture and the current picture
a sma I I pi cture.
Inlay text in either b1ack, white or grey.

Here

to inlay

Invert the picture...left to right, top to bottom or black to white.
the computer to generate a test card.
Alter the grey scale to give a more contrasty or less contrasty
Use

picture.

Print the pictune using a dot-matrix printer.

you have the facility for manipulating the elements of a picture then the
is the limit and it is a great challenge to the imagination of the reader.
There are one or two facts in connection with the use of a computer in this
llay which need pointing out. The SSTV line and frame pulses are derived from
the camera (or VCR) frame sync by division, and as the computer samples these
pulses to determine whereabouts it is in the picture at any given time, then
it is essential to have the camera running even if its picture is not being
Once

sky
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used. The alternative is to write a program which generates SSTV sync pulses.
l.lith such a program the computer will be self contained and able to deliver a
digital SSTV signal with sync pulses. If your computer has an internal timer,
such as a 6522, then the problem is eased considerably- Alternatively, you
could use interrupts to service routines for the line 'and sync pulse
requirements from an external Sync Pulse Generator (SPG).
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So

far

existing

Computer

interface fon

SSTV

scan-converten

we have discussed methods of using a computer as
transceiver. However, the more usual method

SSTV

part of an already

of using a

home

is to actually employ it as either a receiver, or transceiver, in
it's own right. This entails, in some cases, a simple interface between the
radio receiver and the computer and a sophistlcated program. As will be
discussed later not all computers require an interface, but the basic
computer

techniques

of the software

program are

the

same.

1eve1s of grey is desired
an image with good depth and definition. The problem with many
home computers is that such control of the grey scale is not possible at
individual pixel leve1. However, quite a reasonable compromise can be reached
by using varying pixel concentrations to represent the changing brightness of
As we have already seen,a

to

produce
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SSTV picture. (It may be pertlnent here to define that a pixel is the
smallest picture element that the computer can produce to make up a picture.)
lvlany programs do not use this technique to its full advantage, in that they
take each line of the picture as it comes and plot the pixels'/',ithout regard
to the pixels in adjacent iines. This can lead to a vertical streaking effect
in the resultant picture. In reality every pixel should be considered along
with the eight pixels surrounding it, or at least those above and to the left

the

of it.

Another major problem for the softwane is
maintaining linearrty across each scan
I i ne.
The program needs to know
accurately where and when the next pixel
i s to be plotted, or the pi cture wi I I

dj sintegrate as it reaches the
ri ght hand s i de of the screen . Th i s
problem can be overcome in two ways,
either by using the on-board programmable
counter and zeroing it with each line sync
pulse, or, if your computer does not have
one, by rigorous timing within the program

slowly

and the maintainance of
counte r.

a

o
c
l

o
E

o

software

c
o
L

A computer based SSTV system is very
flexible and can be made to perform
equally as well as a hardware based one
VerticaL streaking can occun in
( ie. the G3l^lcY/G4ENA system deso ibed
a computerised picture.
elsewhere in this volume). In some areas
it may well be that a computer based system can provide better results. Such
techniques as'intelligentrnoise rejection, false sync rejection and flywheel
syncing are more easily achieved t,lith a computer. Also the relationship
between input frequency and displayed brightness can be varied much more
easily

r,,/ith

the software

system.

of the available programs have facilities built into them that allow for
an oscilloscope mode, where the SSTV video waveform is displayed along with
the sync comparison value. Another feature that is available wlth some is an
audio spectrum analyser which draws a graph of the relative occurence of the
various audlo frequencies.
Many

it can be seen that a computer based SSTV system can provide results
compatible with the more conventional methods of operating SSTV, with the
advantage that the computer is not dedicated only to SSTV, as is a hardware
system. Another advantage to be taken into account with a computer based

Thus

systeni is the immediate abillty to store a received picture, or a picture for
transmission, on whatever type of filing system you are operating, ie: tape or
disc. l^lith the trend towards modern home computers having better and better
graphics capabi I itles, computer based systems now provide excel lent results
and are rapidly taklng prime position in the field of SSTV operating.
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SPECTRUM SSTV
The Spectrum, although rather limited 1n thls application, can provide a
simple and cost effective SSTV termlnal, especially since it may not need any
hardware interfacing between the computer and radio equipment.

- This system has been designed to be used in
with an existing SSTV converter. It provides the facility to
generate calI-sign captions and other information itself so leaving the camera
and converter available for actual pictures. However, the system can be used
quite independently of an existing converter providing a full transceive SSTV
terminal on its own.
In receive there has had to be a compromise
due to the limitations of the Spectrum which
does not allow more than two colours to be in
any one character square at the same time.
This means that the full eight grey levels
with high resolution are not possible. To
give some level of grey, noise is inserted
where the normal grey areas would be. The
level of this noise and the threshold between
white and black can be adjusted for best
contrasting on the picture. l"lith any picture
displayed on the screen it is possible to
obtain a hard copy on the printer, also any
G4ENB SPECTRUM SSTV SYSTEM

conjunction

received picture can be re-transmitted from
the Spectrum. When receiving pictures which
are not of the correct width the use of two of
the arrow keys will adjust the horizontal scan

rate to compensate. The software also allows
for the reception of 24-second line-sequential
colour pictures, one I ine in three is
displayed giving one of the colour separations
and each colour separation can be pre-selected
as required (a colour picture can not be

displayed). Some examples of pictures
received using this system are shown in Fig.3.
To transmit SSTV from the Spectrum a
programmable sound generator is used to
generate the required frequencies. Using this
that no callbration of the output
is required since the frequency is defined in

method means

a1 lows for two
different sizes of text; 3 I ines of 5
characters per line or 4 lines of B characters
per Iine. Each individual character colour
can be defined and each line of text can have
a different paper (background) colour. A full
screen B-level grey scale is available with an
automatic grey scale at the bottom of each
transmitted picture but not di splayed. A
Union flag with call-sign and rainbow patterns
is held in memory with a further area reserved for another user defined
caption. There is a cursor to show the transmission point and also a facility

the software. The program

IHE SLOW-SCAN
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Spectrum analogue board
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for character correction and half spacing. Character sizes can aiso be mixed.
l,lonochrome transmission is achieved b_y the software converting each colour to
its appropriate grey level. Colour transmissions can be in B second frame
sequential or 24 second line sequential mode. 'lwo examples of captions are
shown in Fig.4.

sl'lftLL &
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f,G-tI.[! -l:: l;!

brc LETTEHS
&w

Fig.4

I

ExampLe captions

I NTERFACE

The interface circuitry is contairr,:C on two printed circuit boards; one
ing analogue and the other the digit;ri signals. Al I the frequency-to-

handl

voltage conversion and sync detection for receive is mounted on the Analogue
board (Fig.5), as well as the transmit audio bandpass filter. interfacing to
the Spectrum is on the Digital board (Fig.6), which is plugged directly onto
the user port. The progranmabie sound generator and address decoding are also
on the digital interface board. A separate 5 volt regulator drops the +9
volts taken from the Spectrum to provide a +5v supply. The Analogue board
requires +12 volts and -6 volts for the 0p-Amps which is derived from an
on-board

oscillator that also provides the 'noise' input to simulate the

grey

level on receive.

Analogue board is best mounted in a box so that the potentiometers, audio
connections and switches are rigidly supported. The Digital board can be
quite satisfactorlly used unboxed and plugged dlrectly into the Spectrum or

The
pr i

nter

.

CAL I BRAT] ON

a) b) -

Cbnnect TX OUT to RX INPUT. Set Tx output level to Maximum.
Load program, set paper colour to white and select 8 sec. black
and white Tx.
Adjust the SYNC FREQ potentiometer to obtain the waveform shown

c) in Fig.7a.
d) - Press BREAK, press

s) Connect

G for grey scale and select B sec
adjust RVX to obtain the
in the noise genenator circuit should be

CAPSHIFT

Tx. Monitor
shown in Fig.7b.

black and white

waveform
The 100k potentiometer

adjusted

the

TP2 and

to give the best grey pattern on receive.

system

to the radio transceiver and

adjustments on received pictures
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lne software, full rnstructions and printed circuit boards can be obtained at
a cost of f'|5 from Mr.C.A.Asqulth MENB, 25 l^/ychwood Avenue, Luton, LU2 7HT.

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
in popular use, many of which have
letrs look at a selection of the
in some cases firm and hard ware, for the most popular

There are many Cifferent home computers
SSTV

software packages written

avaiiable software, and

for

them, so

mach i nes :

SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
- This program is in three parts which
loaded automatically by a single load command. 0nce loading has been
completed the program self-starts presenting the menu on the screen. There is
no interface required so the computer ls connected dit'ectly to the receiver.
The computer can also be connected to a cassette recorder if received pictures
are to be stored on tape. A simplified oscilloscope mode is built into the
J.&.P-ELECTRONICS SPECTRUM SLoW SCAN

are

all

program which allows correct tuning of the receiver by aligning the sync
pulses wlth a reference line on the screen as the signal is tuned in. A
rather useful noise cancelling routlne is included to help overcome processor
noise generated within the computer. A quick check to see if your machine
suffers from this problem is to switch to the oscilloscope mode and remove the

T
J

{
I

r-f
L,LL

I

55TU

input from the receiver. If a
large amount of noise is present
then it w111 show up on the screen
and operation of the noise cancel
although
mode should rectify it,
this wiil not be evident in the
oscilloscope mode as it is
rendered inoperatlve. The program
can only receive 128 line, B
second black and white pictures
with the facility to store up to
eight complete received frames in
the

memory.

To allow the reader to gain an idea of the various functions and facilities
typically available in computer programs of this sort, the key functions for
this packaqe are Iisted below:
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The

following keys are active on the

------------------------------------0 ---------U ---------D ---------5 & B -----R

Receive mode.

T
L
1

Tuning aid.

Loads picture from cassette.
Noise canceller on.
Noise canceller off.

Contrast level up.
Contrast level down.
Move the
on screen

^

-----.
---------B ---------3 ---------4 ---------i^j ---------a ---------N

CAPS

SHIFT -

Dumps

mode:

to printer.
attrlbutes to bright

screen

Picture attributes to normal white.
Pictune

white.

Normal video.

lnverse video.
Contrast level up.
Contrast level down.

Stops receive mode, on screen prompt for saving received
picture to one of the eight memory stores or to the printer,
before returning

The

to select the background colour.

in receive

Ihe following keys are active
SPACE

menu page:

to

menu.

following keys are active once a pictune has been loaded in from tape:

-------------:N -----*---4 ---------CAPS SHIFT SPACE

B

Dumps

picture to printer.

Picture attributes to bright white.
Picture attributes to normal.
Inverse video. (To revert

Return

to

to

normal video press

N)

menu.

f,Fffi

ffi
In use the

program appears

to

be quite responsive

and produces pictures

as

as the Spectrum will allow. The noise cancelling routine had quite a
marked affect on the computer used in the test, but not all machines suffer
internally generated noise to the same degree. The program comes supplied
with fu11 rnstructions and is available from: J.&.P.EIectronics, New Road
good

Complex, Kidderminster, Worcestershire, DY10

1AL.

Telephone 0562 753893.

avaiIable for" the Spectrum is'TechnicaL Software's RX-4'
program (without interface for this computer) which is described in the
N0TE: Another system
Commodore

section.
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BBC
The second computer

to be looked at ls the BBC. This machine is well

its superior graphics and screen handling.
G3LIV SSTV TERMINAL - This system for the BBC model-B requires an interface
and comprises a prlnted circuit board and a program tape. The printed cincuit
board is welI produced and the component overlay quite explicit. A11 the
components can be easily obtained, the only specific item being a modular
DC-to-DC converter which is avallable from Eiectromail (RS Components)
although an external power supply can be used instead. 0nce assembled the
unit ii easily set-up uslng test signals supplied on the reverse side of the
program tape and an osciiloscope. Fine tuning of the input filters and the
ballncing of the diode bridqes (both easily accomplished with potentiometers)
receivinq 'off-air' pictures, to achieve the best black
is recommended whilstrspotting'
suited to

to white

SSTV

applications due to

balance and

The program runs immediately on

the

loading although, unless the interface is

no visible sign on the screen that anything is happeninginterface connected and the program loaded a scanning bar appears at

connected, there
l,,lith

reduction.

is

the top of the screen, upon receipt of SSTV signals from the receiver (or
tape) thls scanning bar moves down the screen producing the picture Iine by
line as it does so.
Faci I ities avai lable:
second frame timing (128 Iine).
16 second frame timing (256 Iine).
32 second frame timing (256 line).

7.2

picture width.
Increase picture width.

Reduce

Fill in even lines. (this highlights captions and gives a more contrasty
picture - 7.2sec only). Positive video.
Negative video.
Haid copy to printer (only if a 'Printmaster' ROM is fitted).
Frame

re-trigger.

CIear screen.

The usual U.K. standard for SSTV is 7.2
seconds. If 7.2sec signals are being
recei

ved 6sec frame timing can be
to give reduced picture size and
1

selected

higher resolution.

AIl these facilities are keyboard selected
and can be used at any time during receipt
of pictures. In use the system produces

o
C

with a good range of
grey scale and the software is verY
responsive to the keyboard commands. It
appears to be quite immune to interference
and noise when a reasonable leve1 signal
is beinq received. The program and
circuit board are avai lable from:
Mr.J.Me1vin, 2 Salters Court, Gosforth,
Newcastle, Tyne and |^lear, NE3 53H.
very good results

f,

E

o

c

o
L

a
o

I

Telephone 091 284 3028.
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NoTE: Another system ava'i LabLe for" the BBC
program and interface which is described under

is TechnicaI Softwarers

the

Commodore

RX-4

section.

coMMoDoRE VrC-20 & CBM64
Although one of the more powerful home computers, the CBM64 is somewhat
iacking rn commercial software for amateur use. -fhis is in part due to the
less straightforward manner in which it 1s programmed, making it less
attractive to software writers

-

its

name implies, is divided
is also available for the
Spectrum and BBC computers (when used with the Spectrum no lnterface is
required). lllhen used raith the Commodore range (and the BBC) a simple
rnterface is required rvhich can be purchased either as a klt, or ready built
RX-4 ['lULTIM0DE RECE]VE

into four sections:

PR0GRAI4

SSTV, RTTY,

This package, as

t''10RSE

and AMT0R, and

and tested.

CB[164 with it's large area of user memory (32K) is we]1 suited to this
application and the program makes full use of the excellent screen handling

The

capabilities of the
Features

of this

computer.

package rnclude

a horizontal scan of either

128

pixels

(60ms)

or 256 pixels (120ms) and a vertical scan of either 128 or 256 lines shown on
the screen display. Frame sequential colour pictures are displayed as a set
of monochrome frames and line sequential colour pictures are displayed in
colour. The grey scale can be adjusted from the keyboard as the picture is
recerved. As t,'lith most SSTV programs, when a picture has been completely
scanned the printing point is returned to the top of the screen to resume
scdnning. However, with this system when the next plcture scan starts a
different background colour is automatically selected, thus showing clearly
where on the screen the scan has reached. As each net^l line is reached it is
cleared of old text thus making the screen easier to read.
Received pictures can be stoned in a separate area of memory and the various
storage options are shown below:
CBM64

VIC-20 + BK
VIC-20 + 16K
YIC-?O

+

24K

4 Pictures
2 Pictures
6 Pictures

10 Pictures

Alternatively, a received picture can be stored in the same location as a
previously stored one, thus avoiding fi I I ing up the RAM area with unwanted
prctures. Received pictures can also be stored on dlsc or tape, or dumped to
a printer for hard copy. Arhoid'facility freezes a completed picture on the
screen for examination, storing or printing.
The prognam is availabie on either tape or disc and the interface can be
obtained either in kit form or as a ready-built, boxed and tested unit.
Technical Software, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, Gwynedd, LL54 7RF. Telephone

0286 BB1886.
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DRAGON

32/64 & TRS-8O

COLOUR

G4BMK SSTV RECEIVE PROGRAM - This program enables standard SSTV pictures to be
received and displayed through Dragon or TRS-80 computers, although the TRS-80
needs extended BASIC and 32k of RAM for tape and 16k or 32k for the cartridge
version. No hardware lnterface is requlred, the audio signal from a receiver
being fed directly to the cassette socket. An on-screen visual indicator
enables accurate tuning of the received signal.

Pictures are produced with 4 levels of grey using the high resolution graphics
mode. This means that a resolution of 128 lines of 256 pixels is produced,

although an intelligent "fill-in" facility expands the picture vertically to
192 Iines giving an enhanced presentation and the correct 1:1 aspect ratio.

printer dump routine, enabling the production of hard copy printouts, is
included in the package and most printers can be supported (state which when
ordering). Principal commands for the software are as follows:
A

Receive (and cassette motor on).
Freeze picture at end of frame.

Scrol I picture.
Adjust width.

Freeze picture immediately.

Black and white invert.

Fill-in -

Dump

expand

vertically.

picture to printer.

The program is available on cassette tape or disc (Dragon D0S/Cumana 2.0) or
cartridge and includes some demonstration pictures. Grosvenor Software

2

(G4BMK),

Beacon Close, Seaford, East Sussex BN25 2JZ.

There

are

severa

I other

such

programs and systems for the computers
discussed, some of which. unfortunately

not stood the test of time and
no onger ava i I abl e ner{. Al so
there are other makes of computer for
which SSTV software is avai lable,
therefore the above information should
be considered as typical, well tried
examples of the type of package
avai lable for a computer orientated
have

are

1

SSTV system.

It

should be stated that the use of
'ordinary' B-bit personal computers is

somewhat restrictive and they cannot
be expected to attain the standards

reached by

purpose-built

scan

converters. The increasing use of 16
and even 32-bit processors however

could mean a great step f,orward in
this respect and it is hoped that some
more sophisticated systems will become
avai lable soon. Nevertheless, for an
outlay of considerably less than that
required forthe purchase of an SSTV
converter, one can set-up a useful and
rewarding transceive station using an

A typ

i ca

I off-a i r frame taken

on

the G4BIvlK neceive system. The
picture shows some received noise.

B-bit micro.
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SCAN CONVERSION
TECHNIOUES
FAST TO

SLOW

first

scan-converters used in SSTV were designed to allow a normal TV
be used for generating the SSTV signal. For this purpose there were
two approaches; the line-sampling camera, and the line-store converter. In
the former a normal TV camera was modified so that its frame timebase was
scanning at the SSTV line rate (50/30H2) and the camera was put on its side so
that the picture was scanned vertically with 3 x 312 lines. The grey value
was sampled, using an electronic switch, for a brief period on each line and
this series of samples constituted one SSTV 1ine. The process was then
repeated at intervals down the picture thus producing the required 128 SSTV
lines. The great disadvantages of this method were the need to modify a

The

camera

to

difficulty in monitoring a fast-scan picture.
The second form of scan-converter cleared up these problems. In the
tline-store'converter a single line of fast-scan picture is dlgitised and
clocked into a quadruple shift register during the 60us of the line. During
the next three fast-scan frames (60ms) this data is clocked out of the shift
register at the slow rate thus generating the SSTV slgnal. The digitising
process can be done with a string of 711 dual comparator ICrs. Devices known
as 'FIash Digitisers'are now readily available which digitise to 64 levels (6
bits) at a rate of 15l4Hz, but their cost is still likely to be prohibitive. A
string of 711 devices will digitise to 16 levels (4 bits) and this is quite
adequate for most amateur requirements, the limitations only becoming apparent
when large areas of the picture have only small changes in the grey level,
causlng the phenomenon of 'contouring'. This effect is less apparent where a
picture has lots of detail and there are rapid transitions through several
grey levels, or where the number of grey levels is much larger - 64 for
camera and

the

examp I e .

Fi g. 1a

Fi s. 1b

EQuqu tflrEcvaLs
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The mention of quadruple shift registers above ties in with the 4 bits which
the 711's produce; one shift register is allocated to each bit. If the fast
clock is made to run a little too fast, then the first part of the fast-scan
line disappears out of the end of the shift register and is lost. This is a
good thing as it enables us to adjust the left-hand edge of the SSTV picture
with reiation to the fast-scan screen. Similarly, if the slow clock is too
slow, it fails to deliver the last bit of the line and this can be used to

control the right-hand

edge

of the SSTV display.

Shift registers are now going out of fashion as. a means of storage and they
are being replaced by random access memories (RAM), which are only limited by
their access time. If they are used in a manner similar to the shift register
then they should be capable of being clocked at about 5MHz, which means that
the access time should be less than 200ns. Dynamic RAMs are readily available
with access times of l50ns and these serve as very satisfactory picture
stores. The main difficulty with using RAM is that each chip requires a large
number of address lines and it is these addresses which must be clocked at the
fast or slow rate; on the bonus side, however, is the fact that each picture
element can be selected by using the correct address and one is not limited in
the order in which they are selected.

There are two different ways of adding sync pulses to the SSTV video as shown
in Figs.la and b. in Fig.1a the frame sync puise, which is of 30ms duration,
starts at the end of the last picture line and continues until the first Iine

of the next picture. As a result of this, if the line oscillator 1s free
running, at the start of the plcture the sync pulse is half a line period out
of step with the oscillator and a 'hard lock'circuit is required to bring it
rapidly back into step. In Fig-1b the frame pulse occurs during the first
Iine and the rythm of the line sync pulses is not interrupted. It can be seen
therefore that the latter method of adding syncs is by far the more elegant,
even at the expense of the first half of the first picture line.

-+
7+L5o2-,

loktt

trtl

Fis.2
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When a fast-scan signal is digitised it
is essential that some form of
monltoring is used to check that all 16 grey Ievels are being used in the
conversion. The circuit in Fig.2 can easily be added to a converter which
uses a chain of 711's. The output of this circuit is fed to an oscilloscope
which has it's timebase set to display three fast-scan frames. The fast-scan
line sync clocks a divide-by-3 circuit whlch closes three electronic switches
in rapid succession. Thus, on the screen of the oscilioscope we see a
sequence of 1 line of white level, 1 line of black level and 1 line of vldeo,
whrch is repeated across the screen. This gives the appearance of a steady
line at the white level, a similar line at the black level and the varying
video signal in between. The white and black level controls are then adjusted
so that the video waveform lies between them. If the white level is too low
or the black level is too high, then clipping will occur and this can be seen
on the SSTV display as large areas of white, or black, wlth very little detail

in them. Note that some digitisers use 'contrast' and 'brightness' controls
rather than the white and black level controls referred to; the principle of
setting the video

between

the two levels remains the

same.

Whilst on the subject of picture quality, it is worth doing some trials lvith a
series of different pictures, as it appears that some plctures are more
suitable than others for the SSTV system. Experiment with a critical eye on
the SSTV screen and you will soon flnd out the type of picture the system
Ii

kes best.

SLOW

TO

FAST

l^/hen

we

come

to consider the

it is easily seen that the required

use

of a fast-scan monitor to display SSTV,
be large enough to store a

memory must

complete picture, as the fast-scan display must repeat itrs display many times
in the course of a single SSTV frame. In computer terms we need 128 x 128 x 4
= 64k bits,.or Bk bytes. As there are B bits in.one byte rile can store two
4-bit pixels ( i.e. 2 nyobies) in one byte. Memory chips are being made with
ever increasing capacity and this amount of memory could be built using four
16 devices (16k by 1 bit) or even a single 4416 device, which is
conveniently 16k by 4 bits. Note that although dynamic RAM's usually require
refreshing, if we are using them in a rapid read-out cyclical manner then
refreshing will occur dutomatically and there is no need to make speclal
41

provision

for it.

of the earliest slow-to-fast converters, which was designed by l^,B9LVI,
used four massive recirculating shift registers, with some clever clrcuitry
involving a llne buffer store which was switched into the path of the
One

recirculating data to give a 'load-on-the-fly' arrangement. The advantage of
RAMs for memory is that one can load a complete picture in the
fast-scan frame time of 20ms, which is within the SSTV frame sync pulse. Thus
r/'/e can display successive frames of SSTV, taken as snapshots about 7.68
seconds apart. With the use of a line store the subject must remain still
in
front of the camera for the full 7.68 seconds - as for a Victorian photographl
having

The resolution of a converted slow-to-fast picture using these methods Ieaves
a little to be desired. At any given period of time during the picture the
frequency determines the level of grey. Thus the period of half of a cycle is
the smallest'information packet'which is being transmitted and one can only
make use of this half cycle if the waveform is symmetrical about the axis
(Fiq.3). l^lhen the waveform is asymmetrlc with respect to the axis then the
two periods between the crossing points are different and would be interpreted
as two different shades
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Fig.2

UNEAUAL PERWD'

for a black signal: f = 1500H2 t = 666us 1/2t = 333us
Line time = 60ms..less 5ms for sync gives 55ms
Hence the possible elements per line = 55000/333 = 165
For a white signal :
f = 2300H2 t = 434us /2t = 217us
Hence possible white elements per line = 55000/217 = 253
Average number of elements per line is 209
From this we can see that the usual 12B x 128 pixel converter is not using the
full potential of the system. lihat we need is a scan converter with a 128 x
256 memory, which would give better resolution in the horizontal directionl
Now

1

BEIEBETqI

1)

to FSTV Converter. QST March/May/August 1975 (GD100).
See also modificatlons (GD124)
SSTV
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The concept of digital conversion for reception of SSTV is to change the
is in analogue form, into a digital signal.
This digitai signal is then synchronised, recognised and stored in a dynamic
incoming slow-scan signal, which

to be released and refreshed at the required fast-scan
rate, to enable a simulated picture to be displayed on a normal 625-tine
random-access memory!

television.

The actual picture is only 128 picture-elements (pixels) wide, with four bits
or digits to a pixel, by 128 lines high. As the scanning rate is so slow all
movement is lost, but considering that 128 lines are now spread into the space
of 625 lines, the clarity and resolution is quite amazing.
OPERATION OF THE ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL BOARD

The circuit shown in Fig.1 comprises an audio op-amp IC1 protected by
limiting diodes D101 and D102- SSTV demodulators and filters are catered foi
by IC2, IC3, IC4 and the bridge networks formed by diodes D103 to Dl10. The
output from IC4 is connected to the digital conversion circuitry iC5, IC6,
lC7, ICB and IC1B. IC5 and IC6 are LED bar drivers type 1M3914 each
containing 10 comparators, 16 of which are used to give the video levels fed
to the inputs of IC7 and 1CB, which are eight-line priority encoders. The
outputs frorn 1C7 and IC8 are interfaced to IClS giving an overall 16-to-4 bit
conversion presenting a four level Gray code in data form to the memory
devices IC37 to IC40 (see Fig.3). A bandpass filter is formed by the
configuration of IC9 and IC10 which extracts the sync pulses from the SSTV
signal coming from IC3. These sync pulses are amplified and split by
transistors TR101 to TR103 giving the required horizontal and vertical ssTV
sync pulses at the outputs of ICll (TP3 and TP4 respectively).
The circuit shown in Fig.2 provides fast-scan sync pulses which are derived
from an adjustable oscillator, utilising the famous NE555 timer IC12, set to
run at 31.250KH2. This output at pin-3 of IC'12 is fed to a series of 7490
decade counters, IC13 to IC16. The second half of IC13 is used in the

-Trc17b
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Fig.1 Circuit diagram of the anaLogue

board

I

I"".

t.wo mode, producing an output of 15.625KH2 for the fast-scan
lr)r'r./onl.,rl sync pulses, the remaining 7490 IC's are connected in the
rlrvrrk'-by-five mode, providing division down to 50Hz for the fast-scan
vorl.rcal sync pulses.

,lrvr,ft,l)y

OPERATION OF THE

The

DIGITAL

MEMORY BOARD

circuit of the board is

shown

in Fig.3.

The memory

section,

IC37 to

type 4116 selected to have an access time of 250nS or
less, otherwise errors may occur in the write mode. The seven address lines
A0 to A6 are driven by IC23 and 1C31 u,hich act as ro!, and column address
counters respectively. The write and read counters used are ordinary- binary
counters type 7415393, 1C27 is the Read-Row counter and lC2B 1s thir
IC40, uses

16K

RAM

counter. The

Write-Row and Write-Column counters are IC29 and
whilst Write-Enable for the memories is fed from pin-l of
1C32. The alternate row and column counters are multiplexed from four 7415153
dual 4-to-1 line multiplexers, IC33 to IC36.
Read-Column

IC30 respectlvely,

The position of the horizontal picture is determined by

IC?4 which

sets

IC20.

oscillator IC19 starts up and IC27 then begins to count to
256 upon which IC20 resets and 1C27 stops counting and waits for the next
horizontal sync pu1se. Parts b and c of IC21 produce a blanking pulse, the
length of which is determined by R210 and C210. Vertical timing is achieved
in a similar manner, the clock for the vertical counter is fed from the fast
ventlcal sync pulse at the base of TR202.
To stop the write function the horizontal slow sync is halted by connecting
pins 2 and 12 of IC29 lo the +5V rail, with the effect of producing a
freeze-frame function. This facility is very useful for picture study and
storage, hence a small toggle-switch (5202) is brought to the front panel for
l,/hen

this

occurs

conven i ence.

The

digital video signal

from data output

of the 4116 memories (pin-'14) is

converted by IC4l (74L5175) into a binary code with the aid of the commori R,
2R ,4R, 8R method using resistors R214 lo R217 (use good quality 2% types

here). Horizontal and vertical fast sync is re-introduced at this point by
of TR203 and TR204. At thls stage video is ready for display at either
of the output termlnals (a) and (b). These two polnts give alternate outputs:
(a) is for connecting to a normal TV via a suitable modulator, as used in
computers or TV games; (b) goes via TR205, an emitter-follower, to provide the
correct 75ohm output impedance for a monitor.
Feeding the video via a modulator to a TV is not recommended as rather poor
picture quality and resolution is obtained. If a video monitor cannot be
obtained a normal TV set can be easily modified to suit the purpose and act as
a monitor, with no harm or change to the receiver's normal operation (not

means

forgetting to observe the necessary safety precautions

when opening

a

TV set).

first essential is to cbtain the circuit diagram or manual of the TV set
this locate the cathode of the crt and trace back to the
vlrieo driver stages, which in modern sets comprises two transistors in a
',r'rtes configuration. Cut the track at the base input of the first of the
rllrvcr transistors and bring a pair of miniature 75ohm coaxial leads from
r,rllrlr,;ide of the cut track to a convenient point on the case- These leads
(,r'.',lrort as possible) should be connected to a switch and socket arrangement,
wlr,rl l.lrr";witch is wired to open and close the cut pcb track, thus restoring
rrorrr,rl lV ol)(,r,ll.lon when required. l,Jhen the switch is in the open position
The

rn question. With

ll[

"l

ol,/ ,,( Al'1 ( r,Ml,At']lrrfl
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the coaxial socket will

of the driver transistor,
be plugged into this
socket giving good quality and resolution. The ideal screen size for the SSTV
format is 12-inches, any larger than this results in the pixels making up the
picture appearing as large squares and the viewer would have to be 5ft or more
from the screen to make the picture recognisable.
N0TE: When using a converted TV set in this manner an isolation transformer
must be used if none exists ln the television already.
therefore the

SSTV

be connected

to the

base

video output from the converter can

_ffi!tu
t.::i HL
tu
I i ]H
'a-l.ji:.ii;.ti'-r---r-ric' -r,,.=r-9-

131'."

lzl:"

A.*."..-*,.,

/6
6Y7oHo5
\
/
\

/

\orl

6^mo

r.gulato'

rocttonrtt

Fig.4

Powen suppLy ci

rcuit

POWER SUPPLY

The

power supply may be

of

any design

or as that

shown

in Fig.4. In this

a slngle 30VA transformer with two 15V secondaries is used for convenience,
with the usual regulator configuratlon to provide plus and minus 12 and 5V.
Current requirements are +5V @ 500mA, -5V @ 1mA, +12V @ BOmA and -12V G 15mA;
thus i.n most cases a common zener output could be used to cut costs. If a
7805 regulator is used for the +5V rail a good heat sink must be incorporated,
a 78H05 (6A regulator) would of course allow plenty of scope for future memory
expansion, say for colour where three memory boards are used. It may be found
that these DC supply rails are noisy so it is advisable to fit a 100uF
capacitor across all four even though bypass capacitors are fitted at almost
al 1

the IC's.

CONSTRUCTI ON

is quite straightforward with no difficult
of warning, this is not a junk box project.
Use good quality components, 5% resistors (unless otherwise stated) and at
least 10% tolerance capacitors. Use Mylar, metallised polyester or monolithic
ceramrc capacitors, particularly in the analogue filter circuitry.
As stated earlier construction
components to find, but a word
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It is suggested that IC socket strip or Soldercon sockets be used instead of
for the IC's, as there are a lot of links that run under
the IC areas. When wiring the memory board fit the socket strips first and
then the links, noting that there are six long links using insulated wire
Iabelled LKl to 6. All resistors are 0.25W types to keep size to a minimum,
the only pre-set, RV201, is a miniature ventical type. Printed circuit boards
for this converter may be obtained from BATC Members Services. Whatever type
of cabinet or chassis is used provide plenty of ventilation to keep the
conventional bases

temperature

to a minimum.

SETTING-UP AND CALIBRATION

No special equipment is requrrt'rl .lrr,,l. ;r rlood multimeter (or DVM) and an
oscilloscope. The only difficulLy i';,rrr SSTV source, which is essential, but
this can be overcome by either askirrry ,r l.r,ilr'imltting station to record a
transmission on cassette for you, or lry rr.r:orrlinq an off-air transmission
yourself (making sure that the recoiv0r'is l.rrrrr'rl-irr r:orrectly). A grey-sca1e
pattern 1s an ideal source for sr-.1.1-irtrJ rrp l.lrr. r orrvcrl.or^.

Before connecting the source

SSIV

siqnal

somo I)rel

imin.lry ,i(ljustments have to

it is also advisable not to plug the lC's in yet. First check that
the power supply is functioning correctly and verify thdt the correct voltages
appear at the appropriate IC pins, swrtch off and plug in the lC's and again
check the voltages. Initially the analogue board is set up on it's own
without the memory board connected. Set al I three potentiometers to
mid-position and, wlth the ald of the osci I loscope, adjust RVl02 to give a
square output at pin-3 of IC12 at a frequency of 31.250KH2, thus giving a
corresponding output at TPl (FSV) of 50Hz and at TP2 (FSH) of 15-625KH2.
The following adjustments are camied out with a SSTV source connected to the
input. Connect ihe oscilloscope to TP3 (HS) and observe narrow pulses
approximately 5.Bcm apart at a timebase speed of 10mS; likewise at TP4 (VS),
pulses should be observed every B seconds, note however that these pulses
appear very gulckly and are not permanently present as are the HS pulses. As
a reassuring check at TP3 and TP4, stop and start the cassette recorder, or
connect and disconnect the SSTV source if not coming from tape, whilst
monitoring the oscilloscope and the pulses should start and stop accordingly.
be made,

Now connect the oscilloscope to the video data outputs A, B, C and D in turn
(lC1B), again with the SSTV source connected. Varying width data pulses

should

place.

be seen which verify that

analogue-to-digital conversion
for the time being.

Leave RV101 and RV103 undisturbed

is

taklng

Connect the digital memory board to the analogue board not forgetting the two
front panel potentiometers, RV202 and RV203, both of which should be set to
mid-position. Leave the connection of 5202 until later. Connect the output
of the memory board to a video monitor, or TV if using a modulator, and with
no SSTV input to the analogue board alternate black and white bands that move
from top to bottom in approximately B seconds should be observed. Adjust
RV202 and RV203 to produce a square and centralised format on the screen, with
gaps at either side; this is normal for SSTV. Connect the SSTV source to the
analogue board and a picture should appear, although it may not as yet be
discernable. Adjust RV101 and 103 on the analogue board for the best shadin.l
and resolution, this is where a grey-scale source is advisable, there will lr0
some interaction between the two potentlometers but patience will !tel. i
right. Potentiometer RV20'l on the digital board is adjusted to centr,rIi';r'Llrr'
picture vertically on the screen. Finally connect 5202 to the monrory lro,rrrl
I

IHE SLOW-SCAN
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l',1r1r,

1,

/

,rnd check the freeze-frame action when it is operated. Once al I the
adjustments have been completed all that remains to be done is to install the

complete converter

into the cabinet.

It may be found that some SSTV signals are more critical to tune-ln than
others. This is mainly because some stations use cassette tape-recorders for
transmission of pre-recorded pictures which often results in poor sync pulses
as these recordinqs become worn. Also, of course, the other problem that can
arise from using tape-recorders is the variatlon of speed that can occur. It
will be noticed that the best resolution and definition is observed in the
grey areas of the pictures, not at the extremes of black and white.
If norse is experienced on the received picture, usually line jitter, then an
additional link from the earthy end of C120 direct to the circuit board 0 volt
connection will improve the frequency stability of 1C12, the cause of the
prob I em.
COLOUR SSTV RECEPTION

To use this converter system to receive colour pictures it is only
necessary to add two extra memories to the digital circuits. This is achieved
by 'piggy-backing'tr,/o extra memory boards over the top of the digital board,
circuit boards and all instructions for this are available from BATC Members
Services. This system with one memory for each colour (Red, Green and Blue)
produces a perfectly registered, clear, picture on the screen.
COLOUR AMPLIFIER

of getting your colour picture onto the screen:
RGB colour monitor such as those used for home
use a colour modulator with a standard TV set,
agaln wlth the loss of definition, the other is to build the colour amplifier
described and feed the CRT of the colour TV or monitor directly.
There are three methods

first is to use a
computers, the second is to
The

amplifier consists of three separate amplifiers, one for each
colour, to drive the guns in the CRT, with the various controls for
b,rightness, contrast and colour. It will also be necessary to feed mixed
horizontal and vertical sync pulses from the converter, but minus the video
The colour

i nfo rmat i on .
Red-Gre6- Blu. outputs
to amplilie. circ!it
SX{O1

Cotour

Ilil

:,1

0r^/-"cAN

COI1PANI0N

memony

switchi
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in Fig.S is the
TR401
and TR402 are taken from the
collectors of TR201 and TR202 on
any of the memory boards. Using
a common load resistor for TR401
and TR402 gi ves the requi red
mixed sync which shoulC be fed to
the sync I i ne of the TV.
Components C401 and R405 ensure
sufficient isolation when the TV
is being used normally without
the need to di sconnect the
The

circuit

shown

sync mixer, the inputs to

(Fro 3)

I

F.om

TF2O?

co,lecto.

1ok

H

Fig-5

Sync

mi

xer ci rcui t

external sync feed.

colour amplifier circuit is shown in I ir1.(r. Ihis is very
be bullt on a small pieco of Voro-lro,rrd and easily
incorporated inside most TV sets. A small control ;r,rncl r:,rrr lrc marlc t-o house
potentiometers RV40 1 to RV404, 540 1, l-]NC socket.s l'or l.lto r.olorrr rnpuLs and a
Phono socket for the sync (Fig.7), llris control panel rrrrr/ llrr,n lro mounted
conveniently on the rear or side of [he IV st:t. All-r'r'rr,rl.ivoly lrrrrlrl t.lrr: unit
into an external box with only the need lo t i t- sockr,l.r; 401 1.0 404 ,rrrrl l.ttc DC
feeds from the TV to the rear panel of the seL. llrr' 111V ,rrrrl 12V l)(l .;ul)ply
lines should already be available within the IV orr rL's own vrrk'o ,rntplrfter

A suggested

straightforward and can

panel.

on rvamo

ov+
pa..r

*

F.ig_6
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,
Ihe purpose of S401, a rotary
4pole/Zway, is to switch from
monitor position (1 ) to normal
operation (2). The only real
modification to the set on the
video amplifier board is to break
the red, blue and green tracks, or
leads, to guns of the crt and
re-route via 5401. A very
important point to note is that
this modifrcation MUST NOT be
carried out 1f the TV set does not
have an isolating transformer. If
the set is not isolated in this

manner then a suitable transformer
(1000VA) may be used externally.
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O
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Fig.7
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CoLour controL pane[ [ayout

Setting up the colour amplifier board requlres a grey-scale picture source to
achieve perfect results. Load each memory with the grey-scale and as each is
transferred to the TV the picture is observed for pure black and white with no

tinges. This balance is determined by the parameters of the colout"
tube and the colour amplifier circuit. If colour tinges do occur change
resistors R410, R41l and R412 lo 4.7k presets and adjust in turn to obtain a
pure black and white picture. In the initial constnuction of the colour
amplifier it may be convenient to mount resistors R410 to R412 on Vero-pins to
faci I itate easy conversion to presets if necessary. Also selection of
close-n:atched transistors for TR403, TR404 and TR405 wt11 help overcome this
colour

coiouration.

MODIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONS

Since the original publication of the

G3WCY

converter system, several

components have been found whose value and configuration required changing.
These changes have been incorporated in the diagrams and explanations already
given, however, there have also been other units built which complement the
system, and these are described below. Any necessary modifications to the
converter when it is used in conjunctlon with the transmit system are detailed

in the appropriate chapter.

+5v

A simple tuning indicator is

shown in Fig.B; this circuit
can be bui 1t on a smal l
piece of board and nounted
directly onto switch 5202,

the LED i s added to the
front panel. As an SSTV
signal is tuned in the LED
flashes in sympathy with the
received Line syncs, thus
qiving a guide to the
correct tuning point at
which the received picture
should be taken, tune for
best fl icker.

Fi9.8

SSTV

Tuning indicator
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M,rny stations have the facility to clear the screen, which is easily achieved
lry adding a switch in the input line from the radio receiver. 0n opening this
',witch the screen will be cleared as the slow-scan progresses. This switch
r:ould in fact be a multi-position one giving a choice of inputs as well as the
r;learing faci 1 ity.

Ihe circuit in Fig.9 can be incorporated to overcome th4rstripes displayed at
top and bottom of the slow-scan frame. These stripes are due to the short
lreriods when the coiumn counter isn't working. Upon reaching 128 the counter
resets, thus displaylng the top line of the picture as stripes. The 'clear'
signal to IC2B (pin-12) is used to blank the display during the waiting
periods created by the fast scan timing signals. The 470-ohm variable
resistor controls the blanking voltage and must be set to the black 1eveI. The
easiest method is to use an oscilloscope to monitor the video output signal
whilst making the adjustment. If too low a blanking voltage is applied, then
there will be sync problems.
Lhe

Collectore TFtOl/1O4.

RGB

Fig-9

Stripe btanking ci rcuit
(G4ENA )

Fig.10 shows another method of stripe blanking.

This method involves

a

small

modification to the Digital Memory Board; the connection to pin-'l of IC21 is
broken, joining the cut tracks together with a wire link, leaving pin-1
isolated. The two diodes and the resistor may be easily wired to the back of
the board.

The

width

control

modlfication shown in
Fig.1 1 permits the fu1 1 ,"rn
memory map to be used --'"
when recei v i ng as the
existing design only
uti I i sei the complet; rc22
memory when receiving
60Hz generated pictures.

THE SLOW-SCAN COMPANION

Fig-10

Stripe bLanking cincuit
( GSKZG )

Isolate IC26,

p11

connect x,y to lk pot.

1,2,4,'
Ic26,p2/3

teg,P1'

6

(abo ICl9,P1, & 1C52,P5)

Run,/stoP 9
switch

TC24, P5

tridth controI

Fis.11

Line-sequential-colour is advantageous in a colour receive system as it allows
for normal (normal for SSTV that is) colour reception. The circuit shown in
Fig.12 selects each of the three memories in turn and loads the respective
colour into it's memory, thereby taking 21 seconds to write the frame on the
screen of the RGB monitor or TV conversion. A printed circuit board
incorporating this modification and the width control is available from BATC

Membership Services

with

fulI

instructions.

t/'t (pl 41l6rs)

Pin

(VS)

IC30,p13

Fig.'12
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Due to the deslgn of the frequency-to-voltage conversion stage in the system,
blurring of the picture has to be traded for ripple for a noise-free grey
level be realised. The circuit shown in Fig.13 is a suggested lvay of
overcoming this. ICla is a 3-pole fi lter which remcves unwanted noise above

2.3KHz. IClb I imits the sine-wave and, through TR1 , generates the tin.ing
signal for the analogue switches (lC2). During the fir'st half cycle of the
incoming frequency, the voltage on Ca ramps up until the timing signal changes
the state of the analogue switches. The voltage reached is stored, buffered
by IClc and fed to the output amplifier IC1d. During the next half cycle the
process is repeated for Cb. Potentiometer RV1 adjusts the constant current
charge to Ca and Cb and is set to give zero rlpple for a steady input
frequency, it is best set when receiving at 1.5KHz. The printed circuit board
and instructions available from Members Services for this modification does
not, howeven, incorporate the circuit 1n Fig.14, which is recommended for use
at the rnput of this frequency-to-voltage unit in order to obtain a standard
drive voltage for a varying input level. Also it is very important that the
incoming signal is not distorted at all, due to overdriving the audio stages
in the radio receiver, as any such assymetrical distortion will cause an error
in the period of the half cycle times and a resultant patterning effect cn the
screen.

i4'*'
El l00x
+121

4n'l

4?Or 1Kl
c6 R4

o/F

0v

Fig.14

Audi.o input signaL.
condr t'r onr ng cr rcu

r
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editors wish to express their thanks to the Radio Society of Great Britain
the edltor of 'Radio Communication'magazine for permission to reproduce
parts of the original article 'A digital slow to fast converter for monochrome
or colour', by B.A.Smith G3|^ICY which appeared in the February and March 1983
The
and

issues

THE

of the

SLOI^J-

maqazine.
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TRANSMIT CONVERTER
The Transmit converter described in this section has been designed by
to be compatible with the G3WCY receive converter and a set of printed
circuit boards is available from BATC Members Services.
G4ENA

The

facllities offered by this design are:
* Auto picture snatch of Fast-scan pictures.
* 'Look through' memory for fast camera adjustment.
* Recelve dlgital board memory used to store transmit pictures re-transmission

of a received picture.

allows

* Positive and negative video control.
* l^lidth control and Line-sequential colour receivo lor l,lta
converter, (as alneady described in thaL secLion).

*
*

C3l^/CY

2'l-second Line-sequential colour Transmissron, (3 memories required).
Audio output

for direct

connection

to a microphone socket.

ClRCUlT DESCRIPTION

Reference should be made

to the circurt diagram, Fig.1, and

the

switching/interconnection diagram, Fig.2.

a 4-bit gray code by the
is latched by IC5 before each
of the 128 pixels that make up a line are ioaded into the memory. iC5
performs a gray-code to binary conversion and the video is then stored as a
4-bit binary picture in the receive converter memory. Selection of either
fast-scan digital video, or slow-scan receive video, is carried out by IC7.
Selection of the fast-scan sync pulses is by S14. Transistors TR1, 2 and 3
form a sync separator circuit which extracts the external pulses for the
memory board. If an independent sync source is used, rather than the
composite video, then the thin plece of track connecting pins 'A' and 'Br
signal selected by S13 is converted to
dual-comparators, IC'l to ICB. The video

The video

eight

should be cut.

The video information to be transmitted is selected by 51 which controls the
tri-state buffers ICl3 and IC14, a logic'low'enables the buffers. The video
is latched at the slow-scan rate by IC12, before conversion to a scaled, 16
1evel analogue voltage by resistors R23, 24, 32 and 33. Potentlometers RV1
and RV3 set the black and white span of the plcture.
The SSTV FM audio is generated by IC16 and to this is added the line and field
sync pulses, by IC17c switching in the voltage from RV2. Any unwanted high
frequency components of the FM audio are removed by IC15, which is configured
as a 2-pole low-pass filter. Potentiometer RV4 adjusts the level of audio
drive to the transmitter microphone lnput.
rHE SLOW-SCAN

COMPAN]ON
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The dual monostable IC24 produces slow-scan line and field sync pulses from
timing information derived from the receive converter memory board address
counters. The slow-scan line oscillator IC23 is gated off during sync pulses

t,lhich

permits the

of available memory for SSTV pictures. l^lidth
adjusts the oscillator frequency to cater for both

maximum use

control potentiometer

RV5

50Hz and 60Hz formats.

19 and 20. The link
will load a 14-second,

Line-sequential colour timing is controlled by iC's 18,

from'b'to'c'can
256

line

be connected to'a'andrbr This
picture into the red and green memories.

Typical slgnals found at various points in the circuit are

waveform diagrams

of

Fig.3.

shown

in

the

CONSTRUCTI ON

It is recommended that the printed circuit boards are housed in a metal
instrument case, with removable side panels allowing easy access for wiring.
Full information for a suitable front panel layout may be found in Fig.4"
uses the IC pins to connect top and bottom tracks,
is not possible to use conventional IC sockets, however 'Molex'
socket strips may be used. It is advisable to solder the C-MOS

The transmit board

therefore it

or

'Soldercon'

components

in last.

Careful checks should be made for shorts, solder spiashes or IC pins only
soldered on one side, where they should be soldered on both. When al1 visual
checks prove satisfactory the boards may be installed and connected up, us i ng
screened cable

for all vldeo

and audio signals.

CALIBRATION

The width oscillator is set using an oscilloscope to monitor the waveform
at 'W2' (see waveform B, Fig.3), whllst selecting a value for R50 (in the
region of 20k) and adj,ust RV5 until the correct waveform is observed" To set
the sync frequency, connect TP1 to +5v and, whilst monitoring the audio
frequency output, adjust RV2 for a frequency of 1200H2. The simplest u/ay to
set the black and white levels is to Ioad a black and white picture into the
memory and feed 'AF'back into the receive input, adjustlng potentiometers RV1
and RV3 until peak black and white are achieved. It is most important that
the receive converter has been correctly calibrated first if this method is
used to set the black and white levels. An alternative method of setting
black and white 1s to connect 't^Iz' to 0v, which will inhibit the line
oscillator and prevent the generation of sync pulses. With a peak white video
signal (adjust'Brillrcontrol) and 55 set to C0NTinuous, adjust RV3 for a
frequency of 2300H2 (measuring at 'AF'). 0perate S10 (video invert switch)
and adjust RVI for a frequency of 1500H2. Repeat until both btack and white
frequencies are correct.

I'IODIFICAT]ONS TO THE G3WCY

CONVERTER

It is necessary to invert the polarity of the sync pulse
thls the printed circuit track from pins 6 and 9 of IC11 to the
'VS' output pin must be cut, ensuring that pins 6 and 9 remain connected. The
'V5'output is then taken from pin-B of ICII.
Analogue board:

'VS'.

il

il

To do
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WAVE FORIVI

DIAGRAMS

Itrrlital board: 1C32 must time out before IC31 to enable the SSTV picture to
for transmission. This is effected by replacing C205 with a 220pF,
or a select-on-test value close to this to achieve correct timing. As the
rrrr.mory's read/write Iines are now controlled from the transmit board by
',witches 52 to S8, the track connecting IC32 pin-1 to pin-3rs of IC37-40 must
lre cut on each memory board (ensure that the pin-3's of 1C37-40 remain
ronnected together). If the G4ENA memory boards have been fitted to the
r:onverter, then the CAS Iines (pin-15 of the memory IC's), which are at
present switched, must be reconnected to IC31 pin-1. 0nly the read/write
lx'sampled

lines (pin-3's) of each memory IC are independently controlled-

A small modification to the'VSrcircuitry also has to be carried out on the
rnemory board. Cut the track from IC26 pin-11 to IC29 pin-13. Cut the track
lrom IC29b pin-5 to IC30 pin-13. Connect'VS'from the memory board to'X'on
l.he transmit board.

Constructors should note that if you lr,ivo,rlrcady built the line-sequential
colour and width control cirr:rril.s ,r,, ,rrlrli l.rorr', t.o l-lrr' (i3li(lY (.onvorl.or, t.hey
are accommodated on the trarrsmiL convr,r'l.r'r'lxr,rrrl ',rr;rlrlrlrl Irorn IlAl(,

l"fi,nrlror',,tr i1r

Serv i ces.
OPERAT I ON

To receive a picture into a memory, eg. Rl [), l.lrr. ',wrlr lrr,', ,rrr, ,r.l l n Llrl
following manner: 52 to RX, 56 to Write, S15 to F.S.(.. ,rrrrl',14 ll lNl. I I l.lr(,r'
INT or EXT syncs can be used if a camera is connected. Arl;rr,,lrn,rrl ol l{Vr) wl l l

load the whole picture into

memory.

fo transmit a picture from a memory, eg. BLUE, thc l,wt l.r 1r,,, ,rr r, .,r'l ,r,,
f'ollovls: 54 to TX, SB to l,lrite, S10 to +, 55 to CONT and Sl4 t.o IXl. Arl1rr,,l
C0NTRAST and BRILL to produce a picture which spans all the gn'y lr,vr'l', lrorn
peak white to peak black. To store the picture in memory set S8 l.o ll0l l). Irr
transmit the picture set 51 to B.
Io receive a line-sequential picture all three memories must be enablt'rl ,rrrrl
set to L.S.C. If a field sync pulse is missed and the wrong colour r,,
being loaded into the wrong memory, then correction is possible using the STt:l'
push-button S11. Re-transmission of the received colour is achieved by
setting 51 to L.S.C. The 21-second mode of Iine-sequential colour could also
S15

be used

to transmit three separate black and white pictures at a time.

tt has been found on some units that unreliable'VS'may cause some problems.
tf this is the case, then connect a lM resistor from the junction of C20 and
DB to the +5v rail, likewise connect a lM resistor from the junction of C19
and D7

to

+5v.

TRANSMIT AUXILiARIES

A transmit auxiliary board is available from Members Services which has
been designed to complement the transmit converter. 0n this board are three
separate

circuits (Fig.5)

)
2)
3)
1

:

Cursor

Colour picture snatch
Three video buffers and sync combiner.
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FRONT PANEL LAYOUT

{

(sm:)

SSIV fgUgg.:La.r.

ouo
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(snl)

sYNc *{sr r)

RCB

56 Furlong Roril
Bouraa hd

\

(nw)

,0AD

(sri)

IsC

I

o
o

BRILL

o1

*

G

COlo

.-_

t

1

)

CURSOR (IC1

)

A 4-bit magnitude comparator compares the binary value of the fast-scan
and slow-scan counters (lC's 28 and 30) and, when both are eQual, the A = B
output (pin-6) pulses high. Ihis pulse appears as a bright strip and moves
down the screen as the SSTV piclrrrc is transmitted. Tr2, controlled by TXIRX,
clamps the pulse when receivinq,rs tuning 1s difficult when it is present. (A
cursor is unnecessary on receivc). I)rn C1 connects to any one input of the

video buffers.

2)

COLOUR PlCTURE SNATCH

This facility allows tho,;r'1r,rr',rl.r'll,(; ,rn(l B frames of a colour picture to
be loaded into memory during Lhc l,',lV lr',rrrrr'1lrlse. This frame pulse has to be
extended to at least BOmS to on,,rrr'('llr,rl lluoc r;omplete frames can be sampled.
To ensure that this puise len(ll-lr i,, rnlrr,r 1., rlr,rrrr;t' R46 on the transmit board
to 750k. I,lhen in receive IC2 r.rrrrtrr,r l.', lti' (Aux lro,rrrl) ,rcross R46 (TX board) to
shorten the pulse length artain.
When

IC3

at the

is enabled it closr", llrr, ll.(i ,rrrrl ll vlrl,o '.wll( lr{,', ln l.rrrn (lC4) and,
same time, wril.(.,, l.ltr. r'(,',1)(,( l. lvr, vlrlr,0 lrrlrr|tn,rl.tott tttLO memory by

(',(r',ll).
S11 is a three-position switclr (ljPlll , 0N-01 I'nrrxn{'rrl,,rry 0N). t^llllr 511 in the
OFF (centre) position, 55 controls C0NIirruou', ,rrrrl l,NAl(,ll ',,rrlr1rlirrrl ol' the
fast-scan colour video. C0NT allows setting of t.ho r:orrl.r',r',1. rrrrl lrrilliance
controls and SNATCH takes a ner,, picture after the transmlssion ol l.lr(,(,xisting

electronically operatinq

one in

l-h(.

w|il.r./lrolrl',wil.r lrr'',

memory.

511 up-locks the colour picture in memory and SNATCH (step IIX) irrsLantly
resets the frame, loads the next plcture and commences transmission. Ilris is
the momentary switch position. Colour snatch is only possible when 59 is set
to L-S-C. R17 provides a high impedance DC path to ensure that CB is
correctly charged before RGB sampling takes place.
Nev Sl

1

u(tx sa)
T

Snatch

(r")

s11

sl(eux)

(Aur)

sr(aur)
Centre

bias.

LOCK

up,

SNATCE

itra.

Nllcorpo"tte
rselviaeo r/p

o*..-._

sIl{c

Fi9-6
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11

rcro
45

TC2A

'

+5

4 5

5

COLOUR SNATCH AND
CURSOR CIRCUlTRY

4k7
C8

IC1

74ISB5

2zot
4W
IC20
P11(neo)
r

cr0

F5(Een)

u(rx)

+5!

Go

Ro

Bi.n

u1n

Rln

No

extra holes

need be

drilled in the front

panel as the additional switching

is achieved by increasing the poles of 55 and
3) VIDEO BUFFERS AND SYNC

COMBINI

S11-

R

It will be necessary to drrvr' ,t r:olorn nrorril.or f rom the RGB memory outputs.
Three buffers, the same as on l.lt('rnorrrory lro,rrrl, r:arr be used for thls purpose.
Also mixed syncs are avar Iable lnrnr Illtr.
The switching of video signals

wi l

l

v,rry

,rr r

orrltrrrl

l.o i

but an example is given below for r;rrrrl,rrrrr' (l rr1.{r).

It.

cameras and one RGB source.

irl,

Pi

ctune by Grant

Di

,

xon/

ndividual requirements

caters for two

B/W

1,,

(;8(.(,K

This is an SSTV picture prirrtr,ri lr()ril,r (:omputer screen. Each
pixel was represented by a 4 x / rlrl m,rl rix- The micro used
for this experiment was a tlir;rol,rn,ilr(l the constnaints of this
display uere ?56 [ines by 11? rlol:; per Iine. A nearer
representation to the usua[ 1:1 ,r;1r|r;l ratio coutd be obtained
usinga3x2dotmatrix.
4 x 2 matrix givr':;9lr-'vets of
3 x 2 matrix givr:l; / [eveLs of

grey
grey

This picture was produced trom a tape by David Cawthorne,
G6HQS, who put i t onto a f Loppy di sc. The pi cture was printed
using a screen dump routine to an Epson ttlX8OF/T tTI Oot matrix

printer.
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A FTYING-SPOT
SCAIUIIIEB
Flying spot scanners are consldered by many to be out of date and
therefore not worth bothering with in a book such as this. How wrong they

ane.

FSS are
provide a source

still widely used in broadcast TV circles and continue to
of high quality pictures without the need to tie up expensive

cameras.

l.^/hilst compiling

this

book many SSTVrers expressed

the view that slow scan was

totally 'black boxrorientated, but they felt that they would still
like to construct at least some of their own equipment. Many of them were
somewhat put off by the sheer complexity of modern digital computerised
construction projects, preferrlng instead to bui 1d useful , but more
becoming

down-to-earth designs.

Thls article 1s designed not just to i I lustrate the method of bui lding a
flying spot scanner but also to describe circuits which may prove useful in
other equipment. The timebases for example could just as easily be used in a
CRT

display monitor as could the

EHT

supply.

The sync generator could form

the basis for a simple pattern generaton, although it serves as a useful piece
of test equlpment by itself, and the video modulator can be fed wlth any
suitable video signal.
A

[,lAGNETIC SCANNER

This design is based around a magnetically deflected CRT such as the 5Fp7
(the type most often used in SSTV monitors) or other ex-radar tubes. It would
be quite possible for the FSS to double as a monitor, or vice-versa, thus
making construction easier by utilising much of the circuitry for either
purpose.

TrL
NtoS

SSTV SYNC
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SYNC GENERATOR

Fig.1 shows a siow-scan sync pulse generator which forms the heart of the
The generator is mains-locked by deriving its source from a winding
on the mains transformer- lhi:; 50llz signal is squared in Tr1, Tr2 and ICla
and the resulting 50Hz pulses are drvrded by three in IC3 to obtain line
frequency (16.6H2). These linc prrl:;cs are further divided by 12 in IC4 and
then by 10 in IC5 resultinq rrr a franrr,fr'o(lucncy of 7.2 seconds. Both pulses
are shaped and fed to inrlrvrrlu;rl orrl.prrl. r;aLes as well as being comblned to
provide a mixed sync output- (l(nnrnon I ll t', u';crl for IC1 and 2 in order to
provide adequate fan-ouL to subsorluonl. r r lr:ui t-ry. This circuit provides 120
Iines in 7.2 seconds. However, if t.lrr: 12ii I rrr,,//,611';ccs standard 1s required
IC4 should be replaced by a ilri (.irr.rrrl ,rrrrl I(llr by a +8. If mains is not
available then a 50Hz oscillator may lrr, Irovirlr,rl ,n .l source instead. A
switchable standard sync generator i', rlr'',r t tlrlrl tn l,lte "Pattern Generator"
system.

chapter.
DEFLECTION CIRCUITS

A vertical sweep driver is shown in lic1.'/. Ir 1 rlt',rlt,tt'r;r's ;t 47uF
capaci"ror,the voltage across which is set by t.lrr' 'lr{'t(llrl ' t ttttl.r'ol. S.ync
pulses are applied to the base via a 1k reststor dn(l l.ltr' ',w{'('l) ;rortotl is

entirely controlled by the sync pulses.

posi Livc vol l.,ri;r' t.o Lltc
will be symmetrlc,ll ly lrlar:r-'11
around ground or in the centre of the CRT display. The output of I(11 rlrjvo:, a
Lransistor complementary pair (Tr2 and 3) which directly drives tlrc ,( (rrrr r,t
coils. Gain and linearity are controlled by providing a current sen<,ln(l
resistor (18-0hm) to the inverting input of IC1.
The circuit in Fig.2 shows a 'reset'button. This is mainly for applicatrons
in a monitor and is used to reset the frame manually in the event of the
monitor trigger circuits failing to respond to an lncoming frame pulse. The
button should be mounted on the front panel if it is required. In the absence
of vertical sync the 47uF capacitor will charge up and the trace will be
deflected well off the screen, useful in avoidinq tube burns.

Sweep

centering is accomplished by applying a

inverting input

of

1C1. The sawtooth waveform

+o'l

A7,

rL
VER.T SYNC

+46

VE(T,
SCAN
Cor Ls

2ZpF

/V/1

7.? scc\

"5.1
Fig.2
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The horizontal sweep driver in Fig.3 is virtually identical to the vertlcal

for a different value discharge capacitor at Tr4- The 16.6H2 sweep
show a linear sawtooth waveform on an oscilloscope and any clipping or
crushing can be rentoved by adjusting the ,width,and 'positionrcontrols. -

except

should

+t?v

io.,
tn+t+gD

JL
HOR SYNC
IN

HA[,.
SCAN

corLs

f,.;
Fis.3
DISPLAY TUBT

&

/1/1,4
16,6Hz

I

HORIZONTAL TIMEBASE

,,,5-t
MAGNETIC DEFLECTION

EHT

The circuitry for controlllng
the CRT is lllustrated in Fig.4.
For FSS use, only a brilliance
control need be provided since the
tube is only required to produce an
even-brightness raster without
modulation. Thi s diagram also fillustrates a t/inding to supply ac afo, g
drive for Lhe sync generator.
T 5
Fig.5 shot,s a simple EHT supply,
the output of which is suitable for
many types of cathode ray tube.
The circuit is based on a modifled
domestic TV line output transformer
Fig.4
CRT CIRCUITRY
whlch is described neiow.
Tr1 is a simple oscillator whose frequency can be varied by the ,freq.
control. The necessary feedback comes from Ll and L2 which are both woundadj,
6n
the transformer ferrite. EHT is taken from the original overwind coil and
multiplied- by the D/c network. A separate winding is also provided to obtain

the 250-300v required by the

CRT.

TRANS FORMER

Most ordinary 'open, types of line output transformer as found in old TV
sets may be used. The types which are sealed in resin cannot be dismantled
and are therefore not suitable for this application. A typical transformer is
illustnated in Fig.6.
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Carefully dismantle the transfor mer into its component parts. Remove all the
wire from the primary winding by cutting through it with a small sawRe-assemble the cbre and overv,/ind ensurinq that there is a gap between the
ferrite core ends where thcv (lo inLo the winding. A thin piece of paper
should be sufficient.

lN\ oo7

H r {rtrsB f-+250'!oov
+tt ,

r-

J

I

+(t'tLttot
I

I L'lrt
l,'
I ',

Fig.5

^

+lr.t.
I LOOY

---oor'

,'lt'.wrl t'tt.tlt rrl t:ttFtllor
ltl ,'8..w(l r.lr.rn'tl t;Olttrer
r/'r L'll',wrt
r.rr,rnt'rl t:rlf rF)e r

tilt t'otil ft till't't

Y

of the ferrito cor.r'wlrill rrn,r rrrll;rlr,ol l,tyl't', ol electrical
insulation tape, then wind L'1 onl.o ll l1) lr)rrrr lltl ltr";1. p,trL of the new
SeCOndafy. Slip SleeVing Over llto lr(,r, r(,llrr,,( llrl(l rrlrt", atltl t-rap part Of eaCh
sleeve under a couple more t,urll', ttl ltt'.rll,tl tott l,r;ro wlttch should cover the new
winding. Repeat the process wil,lr ll"',rtrrl llrtt lltr",,trne with 13. L3 wilI need
0n the other limb

to haVe Several layers dll.lto|lrllr r,,rr lr l,ry|t r ,rtt lre somewhat longer that 11.
Each layer should be insulal.r'rl ltrtttt lltr' pllvlorr', t:tlt: with adhesive tapeThe EHT diodes and capacit.or', w|r'('i l,rkIrr ltottt l.llt' original EHT line output
assembly but most EHi trays wtll ',r'rvr',t', w0ll. lf too much [HT is generated
then a diode and capacitor m,r.y ln'r)rilll.lr,(1. II such diodes are not available
they may be purchaSed from nt,ury {olllxrrl('rll- \l)opS. Ensure that eaCh diode and
capacitor has a working voll.ittlt'6l ',r'vlt,tI kV. The capacitor values are not
critical and can be around 100p1 t',ttlt.
ADJUSTMENT

that the EHT lirrk t', rlisconnected and apply +12v via a current
moro l.lt,rtr'l -,)mp then adiust the 'freq adj' control
to try and reduce it. If the t:ttrrt'tlt. is still greater that 1-amp reverse the
conneciions to L2 and try ag,rirt. llro oscillator frequency should now be
audible and the 'freq adj' conl.rol will set it for a smooth continuous ring.
If the ringing is annoying to Llrc Car t.ry tightening the transformer clamps or
Ensure

meter. If the meter reads

else enclose the assembly in dn insul,lLed
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(tr

START

L

Fig.6

DETAIL OF EHT

TRANSFORMER

the link and carefully check the EHT voltage which may be adjusted by
altering the supply voltage. Always start low and raise the voltage gradually
until the required EHT is reached. BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU T0UCH. It is good
practice when working on such units to keep one hand in your pocket, this
reduces the risk of shorting high voltages to ground - via you! Also stand on
a good insulated mat or floor covering such as rubber. Having said that, this
form of EHT unlt is considerably safer than those derived from mains
Connect

transformers.
PHOTOMULT

By

1

PLI

ER

far the most common type of photomultiplier

tube avarlable

is the

931A

and Fig.7 shows its base wiring and signal output to the video modulator.
Fig.B is the photomultiplier power supply circuit which provides around -700v.

l-19-:I
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PHOTOMULIIPI

II R

I'ot,llI

I;

R

t]PPL Y

VIDEO CIRCUlTS

The video

amplifier and modulator r.i rr ur I r y ,
r

',lrrrwn tn I ir;-9

Srnce photomultiplier tubes have an ouIl)ul. irr llrr' ,rlr',r'n( (, ol Iir;ht (dark
is necessary to balance tlr is lry ilr'.r,r lllrrl ',rrilr, lrr,r', r.rrrrent into
the inverting input of a 741 op-amp (lC1). In ,tr.n,,r,rl llr,' 'rl,rlk current
control is set to make IC'l's output near lo /r,r'o vrrll,,rllr,r llrr, r1,r rrr lras been

current) it

I

correctly set.

Amplifier ICz has unity gain and the inpul- i', '.wrlr lr,.rl ll lrlrrvirlt' a video
inversion facility. A black frequency adjust r.orrlrrrl r', rrrr lrrrlorl which
provides an offset current into the invertinq inl)il1 ol l(;'. l'o',i l.ivo-iloing
sync pulses are applied to the inverting input whir.lr rlr tvr.', llr,' r)lrll)Ul. t-o near
zero thus producing the correct
Tr1

VCO

frequency.

is a unijunction relaxation oscillator whos(. lI('(iur'n( y r',

rk'l.r'rmined

by

the resistance in its gate circuit and the cal)r)r rl.y lo rprrurrrl. Ilrr: osctllator
is set to run at twice the operating frequenr:y (?41)l)llt) ,rrrrl llrr', is divided by
two in IC3 to produce the required 1200H2 sr;u,rrr,w,rv{,.. llr,',r, ',(ludrewaves are
fi ltered in the active fi lter IC4 which pr'o(llr( (", r(,,r! ', r n(, waves in the
frequency range 1200

-

2300H2.

The composite slow scan signal is avall,rlrlr',rl
control which sets the required amplitude l.o Ilrl

llr,',lrrk,r'of

the output gain

lr',rrr',rrri l.t-er.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

Construction of the FSS cabinet is ,r rn,rl l1'r' lor personal choice but is
likely to be similar to one of Llrc rl,.,rr1r,, outlined in the chapter on
transmitting SSTV. A wooden, llghtprool r,rlrrrrcl. rs probably ideal and this
should be painted matt black on the in:;rrlr,l.o preverrt any light reflections.
The lens (if used) should be mourrt.erl r.r'rrl.ralty in a partition which is made
adjustable between the picture rrrrrl (ill I I'ace. Fig.10 shows the lens
arrangement for a typical scanner antl lr,r,, some suggested measurements to act
as a guide. The distances and geomct.r.y lor a 50mm lens are detalled since
this is the focal length of a slanrlartl 35mm camera lens and the most like1y
one

to

be used by amateurs.
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VIDEO CIRCUITS

s.9

It is quite possible to use two photomultipliers (as shown in Fig.10). Simply
duplicate Fig.7 and connect the tu/o video outputs together. In this
application the 'gain' controls will also act as rbalance'controls to even
out the sensitivity between the two.
Care should be taken

if

mains transformers are enclosed

in the

same cabinet

since the 50Hz fields can easily introduce hum on the CRT raster causing
scanning Iines which are not straight. Placing the transformer directly
behind the CRT and as far back as possible is usual Iy the best choice,
although a separate power supply (excluding the EHT generator)
A shrouded
or toroidal transformer could also help.

best.

is

probably

The CRT scanning yoke is usually obtained from a very old TV tube neck (not
the modern ones with the slim necks). Alternatively you wlll no doubt find a
slou/-scanner who has a spare yoke which was probably used on an early monitor
and which he would be pleased to pass on to a good home. The yoke should be

sLripped

I

III

of all capacttors and nesistors and the four wires
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horizontal and vertical deflection coils freed for use. The coils having the
lower resistance are used as the horizontal ones. The resistor across the
coils (Figs 2 and 3) is to prevent ringing on the sweep. It should be noted
that some old yokes had hiqh impedance frame coils, these should be avoided
unless you are using valves to drive them.

A

permanent magnet focus assembly may be obtained frorn

the

same source

as the

is slid onto the tube neck behind the scannlng yoke. Focus is
adjusted by moving one magnet relative to the other or by sliding them along

yoke and

the tube.

5'-----i
i

I
I
+"

i

Fig-10

FLYING SPOT SCANNER OPTICS

ADJUSTMENTS

'gain' control to maximum resistance (Fig.7).
Set the 'gain adjust' poL (Fig.9) to mid range and break the connection
from pin 6 of iC1 to the invert switch.
3. l,lith the photomultiplier in total darkness adjust the voltage at pin 6 of
ICI to zero volts using the 'dark current' control.
4. Without re-connecting pin 6 appty a variable voltage to the common of the
switch. Adjust this voltage to zero (ground). Move the slider of the
'white limlt'control to the earthy end when the voltage at IC2 pin 6
should read zero. Adjust the input volLaqe to some positive potential
(say +2v) and with the switch to 'invert'the output should read -2vNow change the switch to normal and dlter'invert equalise'to produce
+2v. Now re-connect ICI pin 6 to the switch common.

1.
2.

Set the photomultiplier

THE SLOW-SCAN COMPANION
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I

5.

of the VC0 is set by grounding point rA'and adjusting
'freq adjustr contnol for an output of 1200H2 from IC4. Up-end the
5.1k resistor at the diode end and apply a variable voltage to it. Plot a
frequency versus voltage curve measuring frequency at the output and
voltage appiied with a multimeter. The frequency should increase linearly
from 1200 to 2300H2. Note the voltage required to obtain 2300H2.
Ilro sync frequency

Lhe

6.

Still with the photomultipiier 1n darkness turn the'black adjust'control
to produce 1500H2 at the SSTV output. I.Iith the aid of the 'white
limitrcontrol set the slider to read the same voltage as that noted in 5

which produced 2300H2.
7.

Connect the sync pulses to the timebase circuits and turn up the
brightness, there should be a raster on the CRT face. Adjust focus for
the clearest scanning lines (do not keep the brlghtness too high otherwise

you may damage the CRT phosphor).
B.

Place a high contrast picture

in front of the lens and focus the raster
light - lt's easier to see). Now
close the lid of the photomultiplier compartment to shut out all external
onto the picture (do
Ii

9.

this in

subdued

ght.

to drive the VCO up to white limiting
level, this is most easily observed by'scoping the cathode of D1. Now
connect the output to a slow scan monitor and a picture of sorts should
appear. Some ne-adjustment to the varlous circuits may be required for
optimum performance. If there is a lack of uniformity in the displayed
picture this could be caused by the two photomultipliers being out of
balance or they are not faclng the subject at the correct angle.
Set the 'gain adjust'control

FINAL

NOTES

The use of a blue filter in front of the 5FP7 tube may eliminate (or at
least reduce) the afterglow, although since the 93lA photomultiplier is itself
blue sensitive, filtering may not be very effective.

this design simply brings together a number of
clrcurts, therefore some adjustments and minor alterations may be
required to gain optimum performance. The object of this drticle has been to
illustrate how standard SSTV circulLs may be used and to show cne pcssible

Constructors are reminded that

separate

practical application to help
RE FE RE NC

consLrucLors.
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A SSTV CHARACTER
GEIUERATOR
Unless one is fortunate enough to have a SSTV typewriter or computer which
can produce large characters, it is difficult for SSTV users to generate a
bold, personalised identification caption. 0f course a camera could be used
but this would have to be set up, lights switched on and the correct card
found each time you wanted to use your ident caption, not the best way to get
on the air in a hurry!
This project is designed to electronically produce two lines of up to eight
characters which you can customise to your own requirements. The large
characters produced will stand out even when they are being received off air
under weak signal or noisy conditions. The unit is quite versatile in that 1t
allows you to change the vertical size of the characters as well as providing
on-board switching, so that either the top line, bottom 1ine, both Iines
together or no characters at al I (blank raster) is produced. It is also
possible to change the overall width and position of the display by selecting
appropriate reslstors, or even by providing variable controls.
A printed circuit board for this project rs avai lable from BATC lt4embers
Services, and some add-on units are also available to further enhance the

project.

this is a practical design 1n a largely practical book the circuit
will not be discussed in detail. Those wishing to do so however are
referred to the BATC's rAmateur Television Handbook' - volume-1, where the
original article was described for fast-scan televlsion. Unfortunately this
publication is now out of print however photocopies are available from BATC
Since

operation

Publications dept. (six A4 pages).

circuit is built around a custom character generator chip the R0-3-2513UC.
This chip produces upper case (capital) letters, however a lower case version
The

is available suffixed

LC.

PROGRAMMl NG

In the basic unit described here the character generator is programmed by
connecting diodes 1n a matrix which programmes the R0l'4 to produce the required
characters. To choose each individual character diodes connect the 44 to A9
inputs to the binary-to-hexadecimal chip IC10. A four-bi I code is presented

to the input of IC10 which changes each time a new character is output. The
output of IC10 has 16 pins, each of which goes low in turn as a drfferent
character is addressed.

to IC9,
circuit, is 1 1 1 1'l 1 which produces the'?'character. A
diode between an IC9 input and an IC10 output will cause one of the logic-1
states to be taken to logic 0.
0n the board the inputs to IC9 comprise six address lines which run parallel
towards one edge of the board- The outputs from IC'10 are brought out on wire
1inks, the link at the end of the address bus (nearest the edge of the board)
representing the first letter.
IC9rs inputs are held high by pullup resistors so that the code input

with no diodes in
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SSTV

CHARACTER

GENERATOR CIRCUIT

chart shows the placing of diodes to create any character. In the
case of 'G', for example, there is an rxr in the first three columns, 'x'
indicating that a diode is required, therefore the A9, A8 and A7 inputs
require diodes whilst A6, A5 and A4 are left blank. The bus nearest the edge
of the PCB is A9 and represents the flrst column on the programming chart.
The program

with the anode to the data
bus and the cathode (marked end) soldered to the
wire link corresponding to their position, eg. if
the first letter of the top line is 'G' then
diodes connect from A9, AB and A7 to link-l (see
Fig.z). The wire links are formed by bending a
piece of tinned copper wire into a wide 'U' shape
and soldering this at each end to the board
tracks. The diodes are then stood on end, one
wire passing through the appropriate hole in the
PCB and the other (marked end) connected to the
iink. In this way diodes can be easily
re-arranged simply by disconnecting the link end,
this saves the risk of damage to the PCB.
The diodes are wired

Use any ordinany

siLicon diodes.

A9
A8

A7

tig-2

DI0DES REOUIRED
FOR A "G"

PROGRAMMING CHART

Charr A9 A8 A7 A6 A5
B

x
x

c

x

D

x
x

A

E
F

x
x

L

x
x
x
x
x

M

X

N

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

H

I
J
K

0
P

o
R

S

T
U

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

A4

Charr A9 A8 A7 A6 A5
x

x
x
x

t,,

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

z
b

Lank

x

xxx

0
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

1

2
3

4
6
7
8
9

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

&
a

xx
xx
xx
xx
x
x
x

5

x

A4

x

x
x
x

x

'x'indicates

whene

a diode is required

ADDITIONAL C]RCUITRY

A sync pulse generator having the required TTL level output is described
flying spot scanner. If the output pulses are
the wrong way up it will be necessary to invert the signals either in invert
or two-input NAND gates. The video produced by this generator can be used to
drive the modulator also detailed in the same chapter, however an alternative
simple and rather novel circuit is shown in Fig-3.
under the chapter detailing a
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BZ

frZ

that this modutator i s
experimentaL therefore some atteration
to the circuit may be necessary to
PLease note

obta'i n opti mum performance.

TTL
v

toEo

Fig.3

SSTV MODULATOR AND FILTER

IC1 is a voltage-control led audio osci I lator whi ch r s very stable and
independent of supply fluctuations. The frequr-.nr:y rs sr,t. by the 3.9k resistor
at pin 6 together with a 6BnF capacitor arrrl wlrir.lrcvcr cdpdcitor tn Tr1 or

Tr2's collector is switched in.

Inverted sync pulses fed to Tr1 r'rr',rrrr, Llr,rt. r l- conducts during sync periods

only. This causes tlrc t:l2rrl r.,r1r,rc: Lor rn rts collector to be swrtched in
parallel with the 6i3nl-makrrrrl I01 oscrllaLe at 1200H2 (SSTV sync frequency).
The sync sirlnal ,rlso lrlarrks Lire video to stop interference during sync
L

per i ods.

Peak whrte vrdeo from the character generator is represented by a logic zera
and black ievel by logic one. During the line period Tr'l is switched off
whilst a logic one wlll switch Tr2 on, making the oscillator time constant
capacitors 6BnF plus 47nF whlch will cause the oscillator to run at 1500H2 SSTV black level" When characters are present in the video the input will be
at loqic zero which means that neither transistor wi I I be switched on
therefore the time constant is set by the single 6BnF making the oscillator
run at peak white (2300H2).

Since the resulting SSTV is largely comprised of, square waves, the combined
signal is passed through a simple 3KHz active filter (lC2) which produces near
srne waves in the 1200 - 2300H2 range. The output level to the transmitter is
set by the 'gain'control.
An add-on memory board

"Amateur Television

for this unit is described in the BATC's publication
- Vol.2". The article also describes the

Handbook

addition of an ASCII keyboard to replace the 'hard-wiredr diode
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A PATTERN GENERATOR
This design produces flve different black and white test patterns,
invaluable when,setting up SSTV equipment. Also provided are the three

standard test frequencies used in

SSTV: 1200H2, 1500H2 and 2300H2. A printed
board for this unit is available from BATC lvlembers Services and is
supplied complete with a component layout diagram.

circuit

The standard frequency generator (Fig.1 ) provides the three standard
oscillator, IC5, running at 276kHz. This
oscillator is fed to a serles of divider chains to produce the three
frequencies, IC6 and 7 for 2300H2, (peak whlte), ICB, 9 and 10 for 1500H2
(black level) and IC11 for'l200Hz (sync). The 1200H2 1s then further divided
by 1C12,13 and 14 to derive the line frequency of 16.3H2 for the UK and 15Hz
for US standards, selectable by S1. Further division again by IC17 and 18
gives the frame frequency for 120 or 128 llnes, selected by IC16 and 52.
The pattern generator (Fig.2) is based on a hex inverting buffer IC1 which is
configured as a dlgital*to-analogue (D/A) converter. The digital 'word' is
selected by means of a 4-pole 6-way rotary switch wired as shown in Fig.3.
This digital 'word' is decoded by the D/A, which is also fed with iine and
frame sync from the frequency generator, and the resultant analogue signal is
fed to an op-amp IC2, which feeds the corrected level to the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) IC3. The VCo converts the analogue output from
the D/A stage into a frequency corresponding to an SSTV signal. This signal
is then fed to another op-amp, IC4, configured as a low-pass filter, whose
frequencies from a slngle master

output can then feed to a single pole 4-way rotary switch to select
either the pattern generator output or the standard frequencies.
The power supply

between

circuitry is not catered for on the board but a simple
is all that 1s required. Power requirements are: +5V

regulated supply

appropriate) with 'LS'

@

20mA, although if some IC's are replaced (where
verslons the current drawn from the +5v can be reduced.

220nA, +12V G 20mA and -12V

@

CONSTRUCT I ON

The master oscillator capacitor is given as 5600pF, but this will depend
of other components, so a second position on the PC board is
provided where a capacitor may be placed in parallel with it. This will allow
for the oscillator to be adjusted to it's correct frequency at the mid-point
of the potentiometer travel. Al1 resistors should be 5% tolerance, with the
exception of the summing resistors associated with the D/A, IC1, which should
be 1% if possible. These summing resistors should be in the ratio 1:2:4'.8,
with 5.5k being the value of the first. Where resistors have an awkward value
they may be built up by series/paralIel combinations.
on the tolerance

SETT]NG
1

)

UP

Usi ng a dua 1 -beam osci 1 loscope moni tor the I i ne sync waveform at the
output point on one channel and a 50Hz waveforn: on the other. Adjust the
master oscillator until the sync pulses are stationary with respect to
the 5CHz wavefcrm. Alternatlvely, a single-beam oscilloscope may be used

if it has the facility to trigger the input waveform from an external
source. If this method is used then the line sync pulses should be
stabilised against an erternai 50Hz trigger input.
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2)

Adjust the line sync pulse width to

5mS

and the frame sync pulse width to

3OmS.

3)

Connect the output of the unit to an SSTV receiver and connect the
oscilloscope to a point hhere the SSTV signal has been demodulated. Feed
in 1200H2 from the frequency generator and note the position of the

trace, the (oscilloscope has to be operated in the DC-coupled mode for
these adjustments). Now feed the output from the pattern generator. into
the SSTV receiver and, with no pattern selected, adjust the'SYNC'

potentiometer to give the same trace position on the oscilloscope as with
the 1200H2. Repeat this process selecting BIack and l,lhite patterns,
adjusting the 'BLACK' and 'l,JHlTE' potentiometers respectively to posltion
same positlon. These adjustrnents are somewhat
interdependent so the whole process must be repeated to achieve perfect

the trace at the
results.

c4L
B

DtGt'rAL vto€o

ouaPul ao
G€NeRA-roA

_-

.2L
St.,ITCH POSIT

1 - Btack raster

2 - t.,hite raster

3-

Chess board

4 - 4 steps of grey
5 - 8 steps of grey
6 - Spare
+Uv

tig.3

Pattern

CH

se

Iect

swi

tch

ALTERNAT]VE MASTER OSCILLATOR

For those wishrng to use a more stable master oscillator, fig.4 shows a
suitable circuit uslng a standard colour TV subcarrier crystal at 4.433619MH2.
Although when this frequency is divided by sixteen the resulting frequency is
277.101 KHz (instead of the required 276KHz), it is nevertheless within one
percent of the standard and therefore perfectly sultable for general use.
Provision for this osci I lator is NOT provided on the pattern generator PC
board.

IIII
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Standard fnequency generator

SSTV CIRGUITS

@6=@
rffffirr

The chapter entitled "A FLYING-SP0T SCANilEr.t" introduces many useful
circuits to the slow scan TV constructor. There are a wide variety of other
circults however and a selection of these is described in this chapter.
FI LTERS

Audio filters are extensively used in SSTV equioment and, because of the
almost universal use of operational amplifier ICs these days, such filters are
invariably of the 'active' (rather than passive) kind. This means that filter
designs can be more accurately reproduced and have a better overa]1
performance than those using passive components.
INPUT FILTER

The first filter to be described ls a low-pass design whose purpose 1s to
reject all signals above about 2,500H2 (just above white frequency) and pass
everything below. It is used right at the audio input to an SSTV receiver and
effectively rejects Lrnwanted co-channel interference.
ouT

Fig.1
Passive Low-pass fi Lter
Fig.1 shows the circuit of a design which uses all passive components. It has
a medium input/output impedance (around 2k) and is thus suitable for
installing in an audio line. The BBmH toroidal inductors may sometimes be
found lying around in the shack, especially by those whose interests also lie
with RTTY, however lf you have to buy them they are available from the British
Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group at reasonable cost. The odd looking capacitor
values may be made up by connecting two or more preferred values

,.-I
Fig.2

Act'jve Iow-pass fi Lter

in paral1el.

)t5

,.*L

T

circuit in Fig.2 does the same job as the passive design but has a
somewhat better response. It also uses easy to get components, has a medlum
input/output lmpedance and may be bui lt quite easi Iy on a smal I piece of
The
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'Vero' board. Agai n the odd capacitor values should be made up from parallel
capacitors. The circuit has approximately unity gain.
SYNC FI LTERS

audio signal ls present in the
is necessary to separate the
synchronising pulses from the video (picture)
information. The sync frequency is 1200H2 therefore
a filter having a centre frequency of 1200H2 and a
bandwidth of around 400H2 would be about right to
once

the

receiver it

extract the

SSTV

SSTV

sync siEnals.

Fig-3 Passivc sync
bandpass fi Iter

a simple passive sync extraction fi lter using an uumll toroid.
this circuit will penform quite well it does noL erxlribit the
excellent performance of the active filter shown in Fig.4.
The circuit in fig.4 rs called a
multiplier feedback,rr.l.ivo bandpass
filter and, usinq Llti:; crrcuit it is
possible to set the rt'r1u t rcrl qain as
well as providirrrl ,1 rJoorl bandpass
response. This desitlrr lr,r.; ,r qain of
around ten anri VRl r., u.;r.rl Lo finely
Fig.3

shows

Although

adjust the cenl.rc

I r'('(lrl('in(]y,

test tlre t: i rr.u i ,t,l ,rudio signal
lu Ir,rl rnLo lhe input
nrorri l-orcd on an
and Llre ou t-prr
Fig-4 Active sync bandpass fi Lter oSciIlrtscropt'. l,r't. l.lr(, (tenerator to
1200llt ,rrrr! ,rrl.1tr', VRI for maximum
indication on the 'scope. Now clro(:k l,lrt, I),r',',1),ur(l lry varying the input
frequency and plotting the output. I cvt,l on ryr',r1rlr l),ll)(,r', in [his way the
passband response can be examrno(l ,rr.cttt ,r l.r,l y.
lrr, otr l.glrr Ir,vcl is adjusted by
To

I

generaton slr0ttlrl
t-

I

I

l-

VR2.
SYNC EXTRACTION

lviost s lol.{ scan

'l200Hz sync

video sync

mon

i

Lors rec L i iy the

burst in order to recover the

pulse.

The easiest method is

to use full-wave rectification and a
suitable circuit is shown in Fig.5. This
uses a miniature audio transformer and a
pal r
of diodes to produce a Fig.5 FuLL-wave sync rectifier
positive-going sync pulse.
An
al Lernative, and much nicer anci more
versati le rectifier, is i I lustrated in Fig.6. Here a couple of op-amps are
used to provide the correct clipping level as well as adjustment of rectifier
balance. With a sync signal from the filter applied to the input and a 'scope
to the output, RV1 is adjus'ued to achieve a correct rectifier balance (see
waveforms inset). Fig.7 illustrates in 'a' the sync burst before
rectification (note the very low leve1 video signal either side of the sync
burst) and in'b'the rectified signal showing a positive-going sync pulse and
a clipping level set weli above the noise in order to produce a rclean'sync
pu I

se.
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our\

)--

m,/hitil)
Fig-6

Sync

\:y/

rectifier
a

Fig.8 shows the circuit of a simple sync
separator using discrete transistors. Available

at the outputs are both line and frame pulses,
both of which have adjustabie clipping levels.
The outputs are negative-going and are suitable
for driving deflection coil assemblies.

Fis.8
SSTV MODULATOR

.

@

b

Fig-7

Discnete transistor sync separators

DIGITAL INPUTS

for anaiogue inputs are detailed elsewhere in this book,
aIl the digital hardware around these days it is iikely that a
requirement for a suitable modulator will be high on the constructorrs
priority Iist. Such a circuit is shown in Fig.9.
ICla accepts a TTL composite sync signal and presents the pulse to Tr1 which
in turn passes it on to the video/sync mixer circuit. IClb accepts a TTL
video signal which is either passed directly to the mixer or it can be
inverted in IClb to produce a 'negative' picture effect. The two signals are
SSTV modulators

however

with
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combined and the levels may be individually adjusted before beinq applied to a
741 ampl ifier. The combined signal is then used to modulate a voltage
controlled oscillator (NE566) which has been suitably desiqned to produce the
SSTV frequencies. A control is provided on this VCo for Llle accurate
settinq of the white frequency (2300H2). The SSTV siqnal is Lhen passed
through an active filter in order to restrict its overall bantlwttlLlt prior to

correct

feedinq a transmitter.

BLAC K

FR€q,

Fis.9
L]GHT

SSTV moduLator

llith dr!lr t,rl

ingrrrt

;

DETECTION

in this volume' ,r f lyirrrl ,,pol. ,,( ,lll(,f r,, rk',,r rtlrorl. Ihis unit
or two phoLomult-ilrlrcr lrrlri", l.o rk'l.r,r L l.lrl rt'l,rl.tvr,ly small amount

ElSewhere
employs one

of light
signal.

ref lected h.r(:k lr'(nn l.lr(' l)r( l.rrr'(', wlriclr llror[rr.t,'., l,lri, Ilrrr t.rr,rLing video
The phol.onrult.rplicr lr,r', l)(,{,n l.lr{' nr,llnsL(ly of lir;lrt. rlt,l.r,cLion for
decades and is l,t.ill wi<k'ly rr.,r'rl, rrt'vcrLlreless Lhey are reldt.ivt'ly Iarge and
expenslve and, moreover', rreed a lrrglr volLage power supply as well. With all
the modern optical sensors avai Iable it should be possible Lo rlrsperrse with

photornultrpliers for

SSTV work.

crrcuit of a video head amplifier which uses a solar cell as
its detector. This circuit was in fact designed by Deryck Aldridge for use rn
a NBTV drum camera and thanks are expressed to the NBTVA for permission to
reproduce the circuit here.
Tr1 and Tr2 are chosen for their lov,t-noise characteristics. Tr1 is used as an
emitter follower stage to allow the solar cell to be loaded wlth the preferred
value for'R'. Although 4.7k is used here other values may be needed to suit
different cells. Tr2 is a straightforward amplifier with its gain contnolled
by RV1. Tr3 and 4 form a compensating amplifler which enables correction for
the inherent capacity of the cell thus avoidlng signal distortion. The stage
allows for variable degrees of HF compensation and adjustments must be carried
out on test to achieve best results. Ideally a LED should be drlven from a
square-wave osclllator and the light produceci used to illuminate the solar
Fig.10 shows the
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SoIar cetL video ampLifier

cell (in the dark). The output from the amplifier is

then fed into

an

oscilloscope and adjustments made to RV2 and RV3 until a good approximation of
a square-wave is achieved. This may necessltate some adjustments to C1 and C2
(e.9. C2 may be increased to 0.02uF whllst C1 may be found completely
unnecessary), Note that reducing both RV2 and 3 to zero at the same time wl11
cut off the signal since bias to Tr3 would be removed. RV3 could be altered
to 3k plus a fixed resistor of 1k to stop this happening.
The square-wave frequency

is not important,

anything from about 100

to

1,000H2

works 0K with the higher frequency being better for checking the upper end of
the spectrum. In the absence of an oscilloscope RV2 and 3 can be adjusted by

viewing a

test card pattern as the picture

source.

Tr5 is simply an emitter follower stage whose output could be taken to a
potentiometer (typically 22k 1in.) which is then used as an overall video gain
control for feeding into a SSTV modulator- The use of a simple voltage
regulator isolates the head amplifier from variations in the power supply.
The input/output decoupling capacitors should be fitted close to the regulator
pins.

of the commonly available solar cells seem to work well wlth this
amplifier, the only possible alteration being with the shunt resistorrR'.

Most
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AUDIO ANALYSER

Slow-scan TV has three key frequencies which must be consldered in signal
1500 and 2300H2. It is important that these frequencies are
correct so that precise carrier insertion is achieved, thus resulting in the
correct reproduction of the sync frequency as well as maintaining the full
video swing to ensure best received picture contrast. It is also desirable to
know that the three frequencies are correct during transmission. The unit
described here is an audio spectrum analyser which will give a visual display,
in real time, of these three main frequencies using an ordinary oscilloscope.

analysis: 1200,

THEORY OF OPERATION

The analyser measures the length of time needed for the positive going
portion of each cycle in the signal being analysed. A positive going
zero-crossing triggers a monostable which starts the 'scope timebase after a

The next zero-crossing, whlch is negative going, is used to generate a
very narrow pulse which appears as a bright dot on the screen. The trace
begins on the left side of the screen and moves to the right. The higher the
frequency, the shorter is the time needed to complete the positive half of the
cycle. Therefore the vertical spot generated from comparatively high
frequencies will appear closer to the start of the trace on the left hand side
of the screen, whilst lower frequencies, which require a longer time for

delay.

completion, results

in spots belng dlsplayed further toward the right

side.

3oo?F

I

IC1

Narrol.l puLse

l0n

o{

out to

+

rc2

SSTV

scope

'Y'ampIifier.

+5v

rL

J
tus,fp@Er

Delay pulse

out to

/l
-6!

IC3
BLY88C6Vz

scope

trigger input;
use negative
edge.

- llv
Fig-1

Ci

rcui t di agram

C]RCUIT DESCRIPT]ON

The SSTV signal is connected to a differential comparator (IC1) whose
threshold is governed by the potential divider between output and zero volts,
this gives some positive feedback to ensure a rapid transition.
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The resulting output is fed to a monostable (IC2) which initlates a vertical
pulse triggered from IC1 when the positive half of a cycle is complete. VRI
sets the size and clarity of the vertical pulse. The output of IC2 connects
to the oscilloscope's 'Y' input- The positive-going portion of each incoming
cycle triggers a delay monostable (lC3) which starts the sr',eep just before the
beginning of the highest expected frequency (2300H2). This delay eliminates
the wasted scanning space which would result from triggering the sweep at the
beginning of a posltive pulse. VR2 adjusts the delay time and provides pulse
positioning on the display. The output of IC3 connects to the oscilloscope's
TRIGGER input. Fig.Z shows the various waveforms to further illustrate the
principle of operation.
CONSTRUCTION AND ADJUSTMENT

The circuit shown in Fig.1 may be built on a printed circuit board or on a
small piece of perforated stripboard. IC1 requires +12v and -6v supplies
however, if only +/- l2v is available an extra resistor and zener diode may be
used (as shown)to obtain -6.2v from the -12v line. +5v for the TTL circuits
could similarly be derived from the +12v rail or a 3-terminal voltage
regulator - 78L05 - could also be used.

Calibration of the analyser should be carried out with the aid of an accurate
audio frequency generator. Set the 'scope to 2v/cm for the 'Y' amp., and
50uS/cm for the 'Xr timebase. Apply a 1500H2 signal and adjust the 'scope to
display a faint vertical line at the centre of its screen. Adjust VR1 for a
suitable pulse amplitude. Set the audio generator to 2300H2 and adjust VR2 so
that the pulse appears just inside the left-hand edge of the screen. Now
adjust the generator for 1200H2 and make sure the new pulse is displayed
towards the right-hand edge. Further adjustments to VR2 and the oscilloscope
'position'control may be needed to centre up the display and show all three
frequencies at once. Now calibrate the oscilloscope screen by either marking
with a felt tipped pen the precise positions of each pulse on the graticule,
or make a note of the pulse positions for future reference.
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is usually moved to just off the bottom of the screen (see Fig.3)
and because of the narrowness of the vertical pulse, it is likely that only
the 'spot' at the top of each will actually appear on the scope.
The baseline
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COLOUR SSTV

selected and used on the space shuttle

you can't make a better choice
contact:
ROBOT(U.K.)LTD.
Quilding 3i!, East Midlands Airport,
Cast le Donington, Derby DeZ ZSA. Tel : O332 812446

